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ABSTRACT 

Central to the construction of investment portfolios and appropriate asset allocation is the level 

of financial risk tolerance (FRT) for each individual investor. In order to enhance the portfolio 

allocation process, individuals have to understand their financial ability and psychological 

willingness to tolerate financial risks. To carry this task out, the FRT level of individuals has to 

be quantified. The theoretical explanations behind FRT tend to stimulate contestations and 

discussions about what FRT is, how it can be measured and about the factors that can influence 

an individual’s tolerance level. The former has been adequately dealt with as researchers 

concurred that FRT can be explained as the willingness and ability to risk current financial 

resources in anticipation of higher future returns. FRT can be measured using either objective 

measures or subjective measures, however, evidence as to which of the two methods is superior 

is somewhat mixed given the strengths and weaknesses of each of the measures. Factors that 

influence FRT levels provide for a very important discussion that has seen a lot of demographic 

variables including age, gender, income, education, race and expenditure emerge. Interestingly, 

the debate as to how these demographic factors shape FRT levels is widespread and sometimes 

inconclusive, indicating the need for further analyses in this field, specifically in a South African 

context. 

The study reported in this document was designed to quantify the effect of age, gender, level of 

education (LOE), qualification and field of study (FOS) on FRT levels. The key empirical 

objective of this study was thus to determine the extent to which these demographic factors can 

be used to explain variations in FRT levels. Data was collected from selected South African 

universities using a questionnaire developed from reviewing a combination of previous 

questionnaires in this field, particularly the Grable and Lytton (1999a) questionnaire together 

with the Hanna and Lindamood (2004) questionnaire. A binary logistic regression model 

(BLRM) was adopted as the main econometric model used to analyse the effect demographic 

factors have on FRT levels. Ultimately, participants were classified as either risk tolerant (RT) or 

risk averse (RA) based on an empirical model of risk tolerance scoring adopted from the Grable 

and Lytton (1999a) study. Other tests such as the Mann-Whitney U test, median analysis, the 

Kruskal-Wallis test and correlations tests were conducted to establish and explain relationships 

between variables. Using correlation analysis, it was concurred that the sample was free from 
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any inter-correlations among the independent variables. The Mann-Whitney U test concurred 

that there were significant differences in the FRT levels of males and females. On the other hand, 

the Kruskal-Wallis test concluded that FRT levels can be statistically significantly explained by 

LOE and FOS, while age and qualification could not statistically significantly explain FRT 

differences.  

Results from the BLRM showed that various demographic factors do in fact influence FRT 

levels. Specifically, gender, LOE and FOS were found to be statistically significant factors 

affecting an individual’s level of FRT. With regards to gender, it was concluded that females 

tolerate less financial risks compared to males. The results for LOE meant that higher levels of 

education increased FRT levels whilst the results for FOS meant that being in a finance related 

FOS increases FRT. Specifically, being in Humanities, Law, Education, Engineering & 

Information Technology (IT) decreased the likelihood of being FRT . On contrary, age and the 

qualification of participants were found to be statistically insignificant with regards to their 

influence on FRT. The findings of this study have provided new evidence from a larger and well 

representative South African sample which could be used to improve the understanding of FRT 

and its demographic determinants. It is important to also note that demographic factors are only a 

starting point with regards to assessing investor FRT. The understanding of FRT provides a 

complex process going beyond the exclusive use of demographic variables; hence more research 

is warranted to determine additional variables that can be used to improve the explained variance 

in FRT differences.  

Key words: Financial risk tolerance, demographic factors/variables, financial risk, objective 

financial risk tolerance, subjective financial risk tolerance, South African universities. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Individuals today face an increasingly important decision of determining how to efficiently and 

effectively allocate their money and limited financial resources into different asset classes 

helping them build the best investment portfolios. The significance of these decisions is 

frequently underestimated considering the huge impact they have on the financial well-being of 

individuals and their retirement plans. In determining portfolio allocations, individuals need to 

have full understandings of what their FRT levels are (Bodie et al., 2007:28). FRT is largely 

defined as the degree to which individuals are willing and able to endure the likelihood of an 

uncertain financial outcome in anticipation of higher financial returns (Harlow & Brown, 

1990:51). These tolerance levels can be quantified using subjective measures thus measuring 

subjective financial risk tolerance (SFRT) levels or using objective measures in which case we 

measure objective financial risk tolerance (OFRT) levels. SFRT is referred to as an individual’s 

own-perceived FRT largely affected by attitudes and opinions towards financial risk (FR) 

(Chang et al., 2004:54). OFRT is on the other hand is an individual’s tangible FRT level seen 

through revealed behaviour and actual past asset allocations (Chang et al., 2004:54). Grable 

(1997:92) has proven beyond doubt that an individual’s SFRT and OFRT are closely correlated 

although not on a one to one basis. In broad sense, this process of determining ones tolerance 

levels may be affected by numerous factors including demographic factors such as age, gender, 

LOE and type of education received. Callan and Johnson (2002:38) also identified willingness, 

ability and the need to take FR as other important factors affecting FRT levels.  

The origin of what is today known as FRT goes back to when the Hindu-Arabic numbering 

system that reached the West about eight hundred years ago (Bernstein, 1996:3). However, 

serious efforts in the study of FRT began during the 14th to the 17th century when people broke 

loose from the limitations of the past and subjected long held beliefs to open challenge 

(Bernstein, 1996:3). The importance of understanding FRT became apparent in the 1700s with 

the introduction of the probabilities theory mainly used by gamblers and governments to 

determine life expectancies (Bernstein, 1996:4). Between 1958 and 1962, Wallach and Kogan 

(1959:556) and Wallach and Kogan (1961:24) made a huge advancement in the study of FRT by 
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developing what is today largely known as the choice dilemma questionnaires (CDQ) used to 

measure FRT in everyday life situations using scenarios. CDQ have since been largely accepted 

in the study of FRT although recent researchers prefer to use more direct and multidimensional 

measures to quantify FRT. In the era post 2010, research in FRT has lost its momentum due to an 

increasing complexity of the financial industry and the emergence of technology where people 

can instantly determine their tolerance levels on the click of a button. 

Numerous international researchers such as (Bernstein, 1996; Chang et al., 2004; Eckel & 

Gilliam et al., 2010; Grossman, 2008; Hallahan et al., 2004; Koh & Fong, 2011; Pieson, 2012) 

and very few South African researchers (Gumede, 2009; Metherell, 2011; Strydom & Metherell, 

2012; Strydom et al., 2009; Ramudzuli & Muzindutsi, 2015) have made successful attempts to 

measure FRT levels of individuals. Literatures reviewed on these studies partly indicate 

inconsistent findings mainly due to the nature of the samples used. This just makes research in 

FRT an interesting one offering an ideal opportunity for further research since there is no clear 

cut solution into what determines tolerance levels. In its simplest form, the study of FRT 

involves tracking behaviour and/or actual past asset allocations to determine whether an 

individual should be classified as either RT or RA (not risk tolerant). This allows the individuals 

to have an idea of the suitable assets they need to invest in, while in turn making it easier for 

investment companies and managers to market relevant products to the correct target markets. 

RA individuals would largely be attracted to investments with less FR, usually cash, bonds and 

any other instruments in the money market. RT individuals would however be more attracted to 

riskier investments usually in the stock markets and in foreign markets. As such, this study 

attempts to use different demographic factors, particularly: age, gender and education to 

determine their influence when classifying individuals as either RT or RA.  

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Riley and Russon (1995:65) pointed out that appropriate asset allocation is highly dependent on 

expected capital market returns (ECMR) and the desire and ability of individuals to tolerate FR. 

Although a significant amount of work has been done regarding these two topics, the research in 

FRT has been limited in enhancing the understanding of different factors that influence an 

individual’s FRT level especially in a South African context. Because demographic factors are a 
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major aspect in the FRT study, it may also be inappropriate to generalise international and local 

studies conducted in different locations under different demographic and geographic factors, 

hence a more specific analysis is required in order to make correct conclusion about a given set 

of the population. With personal savings and investment behaviours becoming an increasingly 

important issue facing households, the desire for financial managers to understand the drivers of 

FRT levels of these households has become an important aspect. It is also apparent from 

previous studies and discussions that determining an individual’s level of FRT is a very 

important issue in both the academic industry and the investment finance industry. The study of 

FRT has also gained attention in efforts to understand the process through which individuals 

make daily finance related decisions and select optimal investment portfolios.  

The need for additional empirical testing of the relationships between demographic factors and 

FRT is supported by the following factors. Investment managers and portfolio managers who 

still continue to use these demographic factors to differentiate among and classify individuals 

into RA and RT categories and the assumption that these managers will continue to use these in 

the future. Additional research is also necessary to try and positively influence investment 

portfolio performances through the application of these demographics as differentiating factors. 

Lastly, academic findings in relation to FRT and demographic factors have been inconclusive 

and often conflicting, thus requiring more and better structured researches. To date, five studies 

(Gumede, 2009; Metherell, 2011; Strydom & Metherell, 2012; Strydom et al., 2009; Ramudzuli 

& Muzindutsi, 2015) have investigated the effect of demographic factors, notably age, gender, 

level of income, race and LOE on FRT in a South African context. However, only Ramudzuli 

and Muzindutsi (2015) investigated the effect of FOS (type of education) on FRT. To add to this, 

some of these studies, (Gumede, 2009; Strydom et al., 2009; Ramudzuli & Muzindutsi, 2015) 

focused on a homogeneous sample of students at a single university with similar demographic 

factors. The survey instrument (questionnaire) used by (Gumede, 2009; Strydom & Metherell, 

2012; Strydom et al., 2009) was also limited in that it required a certain level of financial 

knowledge for one to answer the questions, which posed difficulties for participants that did not 

have such levels of financial knowledge. Gumede (2009) and Strydom et al., (2009) went on to 

measure FRT in terms of income risk (IR) whereas Grable and Lytton (1999a:168) suggested 

that this concept could cover a wide range of risk categories such as investment risk (IVR), 

speculative risk (SR), entrepreneurial risk (ER) and guaranteed and probable gambles. Hence, 
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there is a need for a study which includes all these categories in its risk measurement. University 

students (mainly comprising of the youth) are the future, hence, a better understanding of their 

savings, investing and spending decisions can be an important tool in these current economic 

conditions. It is also important for one to have a better understanding of his/her FRT level in 

order to make informed financial decisions. This study will therefore investigate SFRT levels 

and the effect of demographic factors on these tolerance levels at selected South African 

universities, with the aim of bridging these aforementioned gaps. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The following have been identified as the objectives of this study: 

1.3.1 Primary objectives 

The primary objective of this study was to conduct an analysis of the extent to which 

demographic factors, specifically education affect FRT levels among South African university 

students. To achieve this, the following objectives were formulated for the study: 

1.3.2 Theoretical objectives 

 To discuss the various definitions of FRT and its main focus; 

 To discuss the history of FRT; 

 To discuss the various risk tolerance categories used in the classification of individuals 

based on their FRT levels; 

 To review the theoretical concepts relating to the measurement of FRT (OFRT and 

SFRT);   

 To review theoretical studies on the linkage between SFRT and demographic variables 

and the implications of determining an individual’s tolerance level. 

1.3.3 Empirical objectives 

With the aim of achieving the above mentioned primary objective, the following empirical 

objectives were formulated for the study: 

 To quantify the extent to which an individual’s FOS influences their SFRT levels; 
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 To determine the extent to which LOE (measured by an individual’s academic year) 

affects SFRT; 

 To quantify whether the qualification (Diploma, certificate, degree, etc.) one is studying 

towards has any influence on individual SFRT; 

 To determine if gender affects SFRT levels of individuals; 

 To determine the interaction between the age of individuals and  their SFRT levels;  

 To compare the findings of this study to those of previous South African studies. 

1.4 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

It is very usual that investment portfolio managers use various demographic factors to categorise 

individuals into FRT categories in order establish investment management standards, and to 

control the purchase and sales of investments while also managing the overall client resources 

(Roszkowski et al., 1993). Palsson (1996) indicated that the use of demographic factors in the 

FRT study has the potential to influence investment performance and household welfare, but this 

has not always been the case. This is particularly because people do not go and implement these 

findings. With research concerning the differentiating efficacy of demographic factors not 

particularly conclusive, there is a general consensus in both the academic and financial industry 

that additional research is needed with regards to the importance of certain demographics in 

classifying individuals into a risk tolerance category (Gibson et al., 2013:45; Heenkenda, 

2015:18; Larkin et al., 2013:87; Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi, 2015:182). 

Changes in portfolio structures and compositions have also been justified by changes in income, 

age, gender, and other demographic factors. It is very frustrating to receive a call or marketing 

email selling a product you do not need or one that does not fit your needs, hence knowing ones 

FRT level brings a number of advantages including knowing exactly the type of financial 

products that may be attractive to that specific individual. This means that financial companies 

will better understand the types of financial products they need to market/sell to a specific group 

of individuals without spending much effort and money. It was thus important to conduct a study 

on the factors affecting FRT levels and specifically how these factors shape tolerance levels for 

individuals.  
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1.5 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

This study comprised a literature review and an empirical study. A combination of methods 

using both explanatory and descriptive quantitative research methods was employed with 

questionnaires used for the empirical portion of the study. Secondary sources were also consulted 

to add to both the qualitative and the quantitative portions of the study. 

1.5.1 Literature review  

The information used in this study was largely obtained from journal articles. However a range 

of relevant internet sources, textbooks, academic theses and dissertations were also consulted to 

obtain necessary information. The literature review focused on the following:   

 Explaining what risk and FR refers to and ultimately what FRT is; 

 Discussing the deep history of FRT; 

 Discussing the various risks (IR, IVR, and SR) that one needs to consider when 

quantifying FRT levels;  

 Explaining the behavioural aspects of FRT while also discussing its important 

components; 

 Reviewing the different FRT categories;  

 Differentiate between SFRT and OFRT; and  

 Reviewing the existing empirical research on the relationship between an individual’s 

demographic factors and their level of FRT.  

1.5.2 Empirical study 

The empirical section of this study comprised of the below discussed methodological 

dimensions: 

1.5.2.1 Target population and sample 

The targeted population for this study included all the students (males and females) registered at 

the selected South African universities for any of the selected qualifications and for the academic 

year 2016. As for the sample, a total of 500 participants were sought as the sample of this study. 

In the end, a total of 470 usable questionnaires were received. 
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1.5.2.2 Sampling method 

In reality, it is not feasible in terms of energy, time, labour, equipment, or money to quantify 

every element of the population being studied (Latham, 2007:1). As such, an appropriate 

sampling strategy was adopted to obtain a representative and statistically valid sample from the 

population. A probability sampling method was used in the form of stratified random sampling. 

In this regard, the population was divided into different groups based on the different FOS before 

applying a random sampling technique to each of the identified groups. The selection of the 

location was largely affected by convenience to collect data as the researcher could accesses the 

location with ease. 

1.5.3 Data collection method and measuring instrument 

With the help of data collectors, a questionnaire developed from a revised combination of the 

Grable and Lytton (1999a:172) questionnaire together with the Hanna and Lindamood (2004:37) 

questionnaire was administered to the targeted population. This revised questionnaire allowed for 

a more comprehensive data collection instrument suitable for the population being studied. The 

developed questionnaire eliminated a major problem of understand-ability for individuals with 

limited financial knowledge. The questionnaire used was also simplified in terms of both the 

language used and the length of the questions to ensure accuracy and rationality of collected 

data. The questionnaire consisted of two major sections (see Appendix A) with the first section 

capturing the demographic composition of participants. The second section captured the level of 

FRT of participants and was divided into subsections measuring personal risk (PR) taking, IVR 

taking, IR taking and SR taking. Responses were analysed using a risk tolerance scoring system 

first used by (Grable & Lytton, 1999a: 172). This system allocates a numeric number to each 

option in the questionnaire depending on its riskiness. Riskier options are assigned higher values 

while less risky options receive a smaller value (Grable & Lytton, 1999a: 172). When classifying 

participants as either RA or RT, each individual’s risk tolerance score (RTS) was compared to 

the observed average RTS. Those with a RTS greater than the observed average score were 

classified as RT while those with a score below the observed average score were classified as 

RA.  
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1.5.4 Statistical analysis 

In addition to descriptive analysis, this study employed a BLRM which had a dependent variable 

of a dichotomous nature and a number of independent variables each with its own hypothesis. A 

method of risk tolerance scoring adopted from the Grable and Lytton (1999a) study was applied 

in classifying participants as either RT or RA.   

1.5.4.1 Dependent variable  

When using a BLRM, proper definition of the dependent variable is important. The dependent 

variable of this study was of a dichotomous nature with two possibilities. The possibility of being 

RT coded as 1 and the possibility of being RA coded as 0. FRT status being the dependent 

variable was reliant on a number of independent variables.  

1.5.4.2 Independent variables 

All the independent variables used in this study are categorical. Table 1.1 represents a summary 

of the independent variables including their various categories. There were five independent 

variables, namely age, gender, LOE and qualification FOS.   

1.5.4.3 The binary logistic model 

By definition, a BLRM is a predictive analysis in which the dependent variable is categorical. A 

BLRM is used to explain relationships between the dependent variable and a number of 

independent variables (Grable, 1997:12). There is theoretical support for the use of a BLRM by 

various researchers on this topic (Anbar & Eker, 2010; Hanna & Lindamood, 2004; Strydom & 

Metherell, 2012; Strydom et al., 2009; Sung & Hanna, 1996). As such, a BLRM was used in this 

study, and is detailed in Chapter 4. 
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Table 1.1: A summary of independent variables and their categories 

Variables Categories 

Age 18 or younger 

  19-21 

  22-24 

  25 or older 

Gender Female 

  Male 

LOE First year 

  Second year 

  Third year 

  Postgraduate 

Qualification Certificate 

  Diploma 

  Degree 

  B-Tech 

  Honours 

  Masters 

FOS Economics 

  Business Management 

  Engineering & IT 

  Humanities
1
 

  Accounting Sciences 

  Education 

  Law 

Source: Own construct 

1.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION 

With questionnaires being a big part of this study, a number of ethical considerations had to be 

complied to. In essence, this study adhered to all ethical standards relating to academic research. 

The identities of the participants have been protected as this was also assured in the 

questionnaires. Participation was voluntary and participants where made aware that they could 

withdraw at any point during the process. The information collected was only used for the 

                                                           
1 This refers to an academic discipline concerned with human culture such as psychology, theology, religion and musicology.  
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purpose of this study while being handled confidentially. Anonymity was guaranteed and 

maintained with regards to the identities of the participants and the information they provided. 

Permission in the form of ethical clearances was obtained from the universities concerned in 

order to collect the data. 

1.7 CHAPTER CLASSIFICATION 

This study comprises of the following chapters: 

Chapter 1 - Introduction and background of the study: This chapter introduces the study, 

giving a background of the study, the scope of the study, the research problem, the study 

objectives, the justification of the study and the methodology adopted.  

Chapter 2 - Literature review: This chapter discussed FRT, its history and the basic important 

concepts in FRT such as tolerance categories, components and behavioural aspects. The second 

section of this chapter discussed the empirical portion of FRT looking at the effects of various 

demographic factors. This incorporated results and findings reported by previous local and 

international researchers.  

Chapter 3 - Research design and methodology: This chapter comprised a detailed outline of 

how this study was conducted. It included the sample (in terms of how, where and from whom 

data was collected), method of analysis, instruments deployed and how these instruments were 

used to analyse the collected data. This chapter also included a discussion of the BLRM used and 

statistical models used to analyse the data.  

Chapter 4 - Results and findings: This chapter discussed the results and findings of the study. 

This is where the differences between FRT levels as differentiated by each independent variable 

were discussed.  

Chapter 5 - Summary, conclusions and recommendations: This chapter summarised the study 

highlighting the important findings, providing concluding remarks and also presenting the 

necessary recommendations. Problems encountered and the limitations of the study together with 

suggestions for future research were also discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Derived from the Italian word ‘risicare’, which means to dare, risk is more of a choice than a fate 

(Bernstein, 1996:2). Risk is about the actions that people dare to take which are largely 

dependent on how free people are to make such choices. Koh and Fong (2011:22) cited up to 

four different types of risks in ethical, social, physical and lastly FR with the latter being the 

focus for this study. People are therefore expected to behave consistently within, but not between 

these various types of risks (Koh & Fong, 2011:22). Tolerance for both financial and non-

financial risks refers to the extent to which people are psychologically receptive to various 

uncertain decisions affecting either their social, ethical, physical or be it financial wellbeing 

(Koh & Fong, 2011:23). Generally, risk tolerance is the summation of all the fear/greed trade-

offs available (Finametrica, 2015:1). This include trade-offs between making the most of 

opportunities and securing financial well-being, the trade-offs between regret avoidance over 

losses incurred from taking too much risk and abnormal gains missed through not taking enough 

risk (Finametrica, 2015:1). Therefore, risk tolerance is best defined as the extent to which a 

person chooses to risk experiencing a less favourable outcome in the pursuit of a more 

favourable outcome (Hallahan et al., 2004:58). It is essential to recognise that risk tolerance 

represents a trade-off on the continuum from minimising unfavourable outcomes to maximising 

favourable outcomes and not just an upper limit on unfavourable outcomes (Finametrica, 

2015:1). 

This chapter covers the theoretical objectives of the study by providing a conceptual review of 

FRT, its components, determents, how it can be measured and the linkage to various 

demographic factors. It starts with a discussion around risk tolerance and the various FRs (IR, 

SR and IVR) which people are exposed to and towards which tolerance can be measured. This 

helps to create a basis for understanding what risk tolerance is and acknowledging that it can 

apply to various types of risks be it financial or non-financial risks. This discussion is then 

followed by a sub-section focussed on broadly defining FRT by bringing in various definitions 

from a number of researchers such as Bernstein (1996); Grable (2000) and Hallahan et al. 

(2004). A historical review of FRT then follows looking at how this study has evolved over the 
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years. The various components and behavioural aspects of FRT are then discussed focusing on 

the ability to assume risk, willingness to take risk, the need to take risk, knowledge, regret, 

comfort and investment choice. 

Faff et al. (2008:8) emphasised that FRT is inversely related to the concept of risk aversion; as 

such a discussion linking these two concepts also formed part of this chapter. As an important 

factor in the study of FRT, a section is devoted to discussing how portfolio formation may be 

affected by FRT before discussing the various FRT categories. These categories are used to 

group individuals according to their levels of FRT and include but no limited to conservative, 

moderately conservative, moderate, moderately aggressive and aggressive (Tools for Money, 

2004:1). As already noted, a distinction is made between OFRT and SFRT. The contrast between 

these two concepts is explored although this study only makes use of subjective measures as 

detailed in the methodology. Furthermore, a broader discussion on how various demographic 

factors may influence an individual’s FRT level then follows. This also includes empirical 

review on findings by previous international and local researchers on the effect of these various 

demographic factors on FRT levels. Although there are a number of these demographic factors to 

which researchers have made reference, this study is only limited to age, gender, LOE, FOS and 

type of qualification. Lastly, this chapter also explored the implications of a recorded FRT score 

for individuals, financial planners and portfolio managers before providing concluding remarks 

on arguments presented in the chapter. 

2.2 CONCEPTUALISATION OF FINANCIAL RISK TOLERANCE 

2.2.1 Defining risk tolerance  

As already defined, risk refers to a situation which may involve exposure to something that is 

undesirable (Bernstein, 1996:2). This may include exposure to physical danger, mental danger or 

financial danger (Koh & Fong, 2011:22). As such, risk is thus the chance that actions taken may 

result in undesired results mainly as a result of uncertainty (Gough, 1988:6). Whether financial 

or non-financial, risk can be divided into pure risk and SR. Pure risk refers to the likelihood of 

loss provided an event occurs; for example, the risk of a flood causing damage to a home 

(Pieson, 2012:1). SR however refers to the possibility of loss, gain or staying the same (notice 

that there are three possibilities) (Pieson, 2012:1). An example of SR is gambling where one can 
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win or lose money or come out even. Because of this uncertainty, people are expected to retain a 

certain capacity to be able to tolerate such undesirable outcomes; this is called risk tolerance 

(Gough, 1988:42). Risk tolerance can therefore be summarised as an individual’s ability to 

withstand irregularities and uncertainties both in their daily social life and in their finances 

(Pieson, 2012:1). It is thus a measure of how much people are willing to stretch their possibilities 

of getting physically injured (physical risk), getting on the wrong side of the law (ethical risk) or 

losing their money (FR) when pursuing their goals and objectives (Pieson, 2012:1). This concept 

of risk tolerance is largely documented in FR where individuals are examined to determine the 

extent to which they are comfortable with risking their money through a number of financial 

decisions including investing and gambling. For non-financial risks, risk tolerance has not been 

documented to a large extent; however psychologists are usually interested in how and why 

people make certain decisions affecting their physical and social wellbeing. The crucial objective 

of risk tolerance is to protect one’s goals, dreams, treasures and personal well-being from those 

‘what ifs’ that might become ‘what now’ (Pieson, 2012:1). Risk tolerance is not a static process 

and as such will always change over time. This is because the risks that people face and the 

strategies that they use to protect themselves changes as personal, mental and financial 

circumstances changes (Pieson, 2012:1).  

As human beings, it is in our instincts to come up with solutions when faced with uncertainties in 

order to preserve our goals and objectives; this speaks to our risk tolerance strategies (Grable & 

Joo, 2004:73). As indicated by Pieson (2012:1), there are five distinctive methods and strategies 

usually assumed when one is dealing with risks. From risk avoidance to risk transfer, these 

methods also indicate the type of a risk taker one is as discussed below. Firstly, the first 

instinctive response to risk may be to avoid it (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979:266). Risk avoiders 

will naturally avoid those high risk activities that, should they happen, they would be disastrous 

to personal or financial plans (Pieson, 2012:1). Examples of these activities would be speeding, 

dangerous sports and smoking. Secondly, other people may prefer to retain the risk provided that 

such risks do not impose substantial financial and non-financial threats (Pieson, 2012:1). Risk 

retainers will personally assume the risk through self-insuring. Examples of risk retainers include 

people who may feel that they do not need protection from risk as they do not have debt 

obligations or because they believe they have sufficient cash flows and assets to take care of any 

potential risks (Grable & Joo, 2004:75). Thirdly, most people believe in risk reduction which is a 
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strategy applied by preventing and controlling both losses and damages (Pieson, 2012:1). 

According to Pieson (2012:1) risk reducers tend to ensure that they have sufficient preventive 

measures to prevent risk and if this fails they always have control measures such as insurance to 

take care of the risks. Examples of risk reduction include the use of fire and burglar alarms, air 

bags, and FR hedging strategies. Risk reduction can also include minimising risk by taking out 

an insurance policy for protection in the case of a predetermined event occurring (Kahneman & 

Tversky, 1979:271). The fourth strategy for dealing with uncertainty is risk sharing (Pieson, 

2012:1). According to Pieson (2012:1) risk sharers usually determine a manageable amount of 

risk they can assume before transferring the remaining risk to one or more organisations. For 

example, a person who chooses a high deductible health plan that would require him to pay the 

first 10 percent of a major health bill, but would then pick up 100 percent of the cost thereafter. 

Lastly, people may prefer to completely transfer risks to a third party thus leaving them 

absolutely not liable to any uncertainties (Pieson, 2012:1). Risk transferors will usually transfer 

all the risk to a third party such that in the case of an event occurring, their assets and possessions 

are not affected at all. However this strategy may be more expensive than the other strategies due 

to high protection premiums (Grable & Joo, 2004:77). Examples of risk transfer include taking 

out comprehensive life covers and insurances. 

2.2.2 Types of financial risks 

In personal finances, people are expected to manage their financial resources with regards to 

saving, budgeting and spending these resources while also taking into account the various FRs 

they may be exposed to. As already mentioned, various risks need to be considered when dealing 

with personal finance and the measurement of risk tolerance. These include IR, SR and IVR. 

This section looks at defining these different personal FRs that are combined to form the overall 

FR. Reference is made to their basic definitions, how they are measured and how participants 

can essentially be classified as either RT or RA under each of these risks.  

2.2.2.1 Income risk  

By definition, Guiso et al. (1996:158) referred to IR as the possibility that financial inflows from 

a salary or from a financial investment product may decrease or cease due to job loss, changes in 

rates or employment changes. This may result in individuals unable to finance their budgets, 
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debts or fulfil their savings desires (Marx, 2010:7). Ideally, this is the major risk type in FRT as 

it has the ability to influence other risks as detailed below. Income can accurately be measured 

through wages and salaries received on a regular basis, hence, tolerance for IR is measured by 

determining the extent to which individuals are comfortable taking part in activities or making 

decisions which may pose a threat to these income streams (Guiso et al., 1996:158). Such 

decisions may include leaving a job or moving to a different job, borrowing money from friends 

or lending money to friends. With economic advancement, investment streams have also become 

a source of regular inflows of income and may also be used to quantify tolerance for IR. These 

are affected by changes in interest rates and general economic conditions (Guiso et al., 

1996:158). Essentially, those that are reluctant to make decisions and take part in activities which 

may pose a threat to their incomes are usually less RT compared to those that are less sceptical to 

changes in income.   

Another dimension of IR can be looked at through the effect of expected income on FRT levels. 

Expected income simply refers to un-earned income that people are anticipating to receive or 

earn in the near future (O’Neil, 1995). Grable (1997:15) indicated that expected income may 

usually have the same impact on FRT levels as actual income. This is because people, who are 

anticipating earning a certain amount of income in the near future, are able to make risky 

decisions knowing that they will be able to compensate any losses with the income they are 

anticipating earning. For example, many people feel comfortable taking out loans knowing that 

they will receive a certain income in the future in order to pay back the loan. This is a risky 

decision because with loans linked to interest rates, the amount borrowed can fluctuate over time. 

People who are not anticipating earning any income in the near future will similarly also not be 

able to take as much FR as those with higher expected incomes.  

2.2.2.2 Speculative risk 

As stated by Marx (2010:4), the concept of speculation involves the tendency of people 

committing their money in anticipation of making extraordinary profits based on presumptions 

that they make about the possible loss and return on a specific transaction. A popular concept 

highly exposed to SR is gambling which involves “betting on an uncertain outcome and taking a 

risk for the sake of enjoyment of the risk itself and accepting any return, even a low return or a 
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loss” (Guiso et al., 1996:158). Grable and Lytton (1999a:173) indicated that items used to 

quantify SR usually assume that individuals with a higher tendency of making speculations have 

relatively higher risk tolerance levels compared to others. SR is also a category of risk that is 

assumed voluntarily and will either result in a profit, a loss or an even outcome (Reilly & Brown, 

2012:440). All SRs are undertaken as a result of a conscious choice, consequently, many 

financial investment activities present examples in which SR has been undertaken (Reilly & 

Brown, 2012:440). This is because such financial investment ventures ultimately result in an 

unknown amount of success or failure (Reilly & Brown, 2012:440). SR can be contrasted with 

pure risk, which is a category of risk in which a loss is the only possible outcome while there are 

three possible outcomes in SR (Reilly & Brown, 2012:441). For example, when individuals 

purchase shares, they thus speculate that the initial principal investment will grow, decrease or 

stay the same (Guiso et al., 1996:158). 

2.2.2.3 Investment risk 

Reilly and Brown (2012:444) defined an investment as the current commitment of money made 

for a specified period of time with the aim of deriving future monetary returns that will be able to 

compensate the individual investor for inflation expectations over the investment period, 

compensate the time period over which funds are committed and the uncertainty of future 

payments. Accordingly, IVR is thus the possibility that there will be uncertainty in investment 

returns resulting in reduced returns that are unable to compensate the investor for inflation 

expectations, time period over which funds are committed and the uncertainty of future payments 

(Reilly & Brown, 2012:444). Knowledge and temperament are known to be major determinates 

of an individual’s ability to successfully deal with IVR (Grable & Lytton, 1999a:173). Hence, an 

individual is considered to be more RT than others when he/she is looking to invest funds in 

equities, hard assets, real estate or any other risky assets as compared to less volatile investments 

such as bonds (Grable & Lytton, 1999a:174). 

In quantifying IVR, Grable and Lytton (1999a:179) used questions that required participants to 

indicate their level of comfort in terms of how much risk they can assume. This included 

questions in which participants were required to indicate how they would allocate their funds 

among high risk, medium risk and low risk assets. Furthermore, investment experience of 
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participants was also determined in terms of how likely are they to invest in high risk assets such 

as shares and mutual funds (Grable & Lytton, 1999a:179). Further questions asked how 

individual participants would react and alter their investments given different market conditions 

(Grable & Lytton, 1999a:180). In quantifying IVR this study looked at different dimensions such 

as personal comfort when making investment decisions, allocation of funds among investment 

products with different levels of risk and maximum loss that participants would accept in their 

investments. 

2.2.3 Financial risk tolerance defined 

One of the first appropriate definitions of FRT favoured by researchers in the consumer and 

financial studies was proposed by Kogan and Wallach (1964:22) where FRT was defined as ‘the 

willingness of an individual to engage in a behaviour where there is a desirable goal however, 

the attainment of the goal is uncertain and accompanied by the possibility of loss’. Okun 

(1976:222) also described a key feature of FRT as a person’s perception of change and danger 

accompanied by the necessity to evaluate the relative value of a given alternative and the 

likelihood of achieving it successfully. FRT is broadly referred to as the amount of variability in 

investments and investment returns that an investor is willing, comfortable and able to withstand 

(Grable & Lytton, 1999a:164). As FRT is an essential component in investing, individuals ought 

to have a realistic understanding of their ability to endure large swings in the value of their 

investments (Bernstein, 1996:17). Another definition of FRT referred to FRT as the extent to 

which an individual is willing to accept more risk in exchange for the possibility of a higher 

return (Hanna et al., 2001:54). According to Roszkowski et al. (2005:69), it is also important to 

note that FRT combines both an individual’s attitude and their financial capacity to take on risk 

as it is a measure of a person’s willingness and ability to take on FRs. FRT is also defined as the 

maximum amount of volatility one is willing to accept when making a financial decision 

(Bellante & Green, 2004:270). Bernstein (1996:15) and Hallahan et al. (2004:57) referred to 

FRT as an indication of a person’s attitude towards accepting risk which is their psychological 

ability to deal with uncertain outcomes. FRT has also been referred to as attitudes that people 

hold towards uncertainty (Faff et al., 2008:1), the optimal amount of uncertainty that people are 

willing and able to accept when making financial decisions (Grable, 2000:625), the magnitude to 

which an investor is willing to assume more risk in anticipation of probable higher future 
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financial returns (Hanna & Lindamood, 2004:27), the tolerable level of variation relative to the 

achievement of objectives (Larkin et al., 2013:78), the degree of inconsistency in investment 

returns that individuals are willing and able to withstand (Gibson et al., 2013:24), the level of 

comfort drawn from financial decision making processes that include risking current money in 

anticipation of future growth (Grossman & Eckel, 2009:2) and a psychological component of 

decision making under financial uncertainty, where individuals evaluate the desirability of 

possible outcomes and the likelihood of those outcomes occurring (Chaulk et al., 2003:259). 

From the above FRT definitions, there seems not to be a specific general definition for FRT. As 

seen above, it has been referred to as attitudes towards loss, attitudes towards return, attitudes 

towards risky investment choices, tolerance of a given risk level, willingness and ability to 

assume risk, financial capacity to risk losing money and the psychological capacity to risk losing 

money. Moreover, FRT is individual, and what is deemed risky by one individual may be viewed 

as having relatively little risk by another individual (Chang et al., 2004:62). However, all these 

different definitions have one thing in common as they all acknowledge that FRT has to do with 

how far an individual is comfortable to stretch his/her chances of loss and return when making 

financial decisions (Anbar & Eker, 2010:505). For the purpose of this study, FRT is defined as 

the amount of uncertainty in financial investments and savings that an individual personally feels 

comfortable to accept when risking his or her money through the purchase of investment 

products, the purchase of assets such as a house or car, gambling, borrowing money and lending 

out money to friends and family. Anbar and Eker (2010:505) stressed out that FRT is not static 

and tends to change over time as people and economic conditions change. With a rich history, 

these changes on what is deemed risky and what is deemed not risky by different people under 

different conditions are explored below looking at how the study of FRT has evolved over the 

years. 

2.2.4 The history of financial risk tolerance 

The study of FRT is not new as it has been of interest to financial planners, financial institutions, 

investors and academic researchers for hundreds of years (Grable, 1997:19). Bernstein (1996:3) 

indicated that the present conception of risk tolerance is highly rooted in the Hindu-Arabic 

numbering system that reached the West seven to eight hundred years ago. It was during the 
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Renaissance
2
 when serious thoughtful efforts were taken towards the study of FRT after people 

broke loose from the constraints of the past and subjected long held beliefs to open challenge 

(Bernstein, 1996:3). However, the very first traceable attempt to measure FRT came about in 

1654 when Blaise Pascal
3
 was challenged using a series of questions developed by Paccioli 

(1494) to solve the puzzle: ‘how does one divide the stakes of an unfinished game of chance 

between two players when one of them is ahead’ (Grable 1997:20). Working together with Pierre 

de Fermat
4
, Pascal solved this problem while in turn discovering the basic concept and laws of 

probability (Devlin, 2008:55) 

Up until the 1700, the concept of probabilities was used as the primary domain of gamblers and 

by 1725 this theory was being used for several other things such as placing marine insurances 

and determining life expectancies (Grable 1997:20). The concept of standard deviation followed 

shortly through the work of de Moivre (1730) who also discovered the bell curve. Even more 

important to the study of FRT was the conceptualisation of marginal utility and loss aversion by 

Daniel Bernoulli in 1738 (Bernstein, 1996:5). According to Grable (1997:20) one of Bernoulli’s 

findings where that the satisfaction resulting from a small increase in wealth was inversely 

proportionate to the quantity of goods already possessed. This meant that as individuals 

increased their wealth, they required greater guaranteed returns in order to risk more wealth, and 

in general, people tended to prefer less risk to more risk. The statement that ‘people prefer less 

risk compared to more risk’ stood as the dominant hypothesis of rational behaviour for about 250 

years while also laying the foundation for modern principles of investment management 

(Bernstein, 1996:5).  

Research in the FRT study did not resurface as a subject of importance until the 1900 as 

economists and researchers accepted the logic of risk taking proposed by Bernoulli (Keynes 

(1937:23). Friedman and Savage (1948:281) noted that, during this time, very minimal additional 

research was being conducted in the FRT field as economists and researchers were 

predominantly preoccupied by social and political problems. In the late 1940s however,  

Friedman and Savage (1948:283) turned their attention to exploring the original risk taking 

propensity by proving that people may not necessarily have a constant risk tolerance throughout 

                                                           
2
 A period in Europe, from the 14th to the 17th century considered the bridge between the middle ages and modern history. 

3
 A French mathematician, physicist, inventor, writer and Christian philosopher 

4
 A French lawyer and mathematician involved in the developments that led to infinitesimal calculus. 
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the entire domain of wealth as they proposed a utility function which had both risk-avoiding and 

risk taking segments. As the earliest work on risk tolerance was focussed in the area of consumer 

behaviour (MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1984), researchers in the fields of business (Fitzpatrick, 

1983), finance (Cohn et al., 1975; Markowitz, 1959; Siegel & Hoban, 1982), natural hazards 

(Kunreuther, 1979), and natural situations (Newman, 1972; Slovic, et al., 1978) also began to 

pay more attention to measuring risky situations and surveying perceived individual risks.  

Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, a major progression in the study of choice in risky 

situations was advanced by Wallach and Kogan (1959) who developed the widely used CDQ to 

measure risk tolerance in everyday life situations (Wallach & Kogan, 1959:560). The original 

questionnaire required that participants advise other individuals regarding 12 choices with two 

outcomes: a sure gain or a sure loss (Wallach & Kogan, 1961:24). An example of these questions 

included the following: “Mr A, an electrical engineer has the choice of sticking with his present 

job at a modest, though adequate salary or moving on to another job offering more money but no 

long term security. Please advise Mr A by deciding what probability of success would be 

sufficient to warrant choosing the risky alternative” (Wallach & Kogan, 1959:558). These types 

of choice dilemmas were commonly used to measure risk-taking propensities until the mid-

1970s. Behavioural economists and psychologists supported the use of CDQ, while economists 

still advocated for the use of utility functions (Grable, 1997:21). After the mid-1970s, both 

approaches came under increased criticism for lack of validity and reliability due to the one 

dimensional nature of these types of risk assessments (Grable, 1997:21). Slovic et al. (1978:281) 

also revealed that the lack of consistency between and among distinctive CDQ administered by 

different researchers was posing problems and inaccuracy when quantifying FRT. Studies such 

as those by Bell (1982); Kahneman and Tversky (1979); Loomes and Sugden (1982); Payne et 

al. (1984); Shefrin and Statman (1985); Tversky and Kahneman (1981) shed doubt on 

economists’ claims that risk-taking propensities and preferences could be represented and 

understood within a utility function environment.  

In their research, Kahneman and Tversky (1979:266) concluded that people are consistently 

more willing to take risks when certain losses are anticipated than when gains are anticipated. 

Since the mid-1970s, additional research by Statman (1995) and Tversky and Kahneman (1981) 

substantiated the hypothesis that individuals, in general, exhibit risk-taking preferences for losses 
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and risk avoidance preferences for gains. In the late 1970s, Kahneman and Tversky (1979:267) 

found the use of CDQ and utility functions inadequate as procedures to measure investor FRT; 

hence, these methods became under attach and were considered inappropriate. It has thus been 

recommended that, instead of relying on choice dilemmas and utility functions, investment 

managers and researchers should attempt to measure individual risk tolerance in a direct and 

multidimensional manner (MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1986:55). 

In recent years, researchers and financial managers have not lost interest in the study of FRT. 

Recent studies such as those by Anbar and Eker (2010); Charyton et al. (2013); Jahedi and 

Mendez (2013); Metherell (2011); Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015); Strydom et al. (2009) 

have attempted to link an individual’s FRT with various demographic factors. This approach has 

been used since the 1990s with researchers such as Grable (1997); Hanna and Chen (1997); 

Hawley and Fujii (1994) using both objective and subjective measures of risk to associate FRT 

with a number of demographic factors. Largely, age, gender, income/wealth, education and 

religion/cultural background have all been identified as prime determinants of FRT. These 

demographic factors are believed to be important when determining an individual’s tolerance for 

risk and are discussed in the sections to follow (Hallahan et al., 2004:58).  

2.2.5 Important components and behavioural aspects in financial risk tolerance 

Traditionally, financial advisers and planners would only rely on willingness to take risk when 

selecting investment portfolios for their clients (Callan & Johnson, 2002:36). However in light of 

various market developments and regulations, it is now important to also consider other aspects 

such as the need to take risk and the ability to take risk (Callan & Johnson, 2002:36). As such, 

FRT is thus highly affected and to some extent dependent on these important factors 

(willingness, need and ability) (Roszkowski et al., 2004:131). These three components of FRT 

comprise an individual’s true risk profile in terms of the psychological willingness, financial 

ability and the personal/financial need to take FR (Loomes & Sugden, 1982:805). Ultimately, a 

client might insist on an investment strategy that matches their risk attitude and the adviser may 

need to accept this, however the client/adviser’s decision will at least need to be in the context of 

a thorough review of the investor’s risk capacity, attitude and need (Callan & Johnson, 2002:37).  
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2.2.5.1 Willingness to take risk 

Willingness refers to the psychology, rather than to the financial conditions of the investor 

(Callan & Johnson, 2002:38). Some individuals find the prospect of investment volatility and the 

chance of losses distressing; while others are more relaxed and sometimes excited about such 

issues (Loomes & Sugden, 1982:810). Financial advisers should thus try to fully understand the 

psychological willingness to take risk for each investor. This component of risk may be affected 

by a number of factors including an individual’s demographic factors as discussed in sections to 

follow or past investment experience. For example, females may be psychologically unwilling to 

take on FR sometimes due to environmental issues such as upbringing and lack of confidence, 

while males are usually psychologically more willing to take above average FRs (Roszkowski et 

al., 2004:133). Willingness to assume risk is thus about the emotional and mental readiness of an 

individual to handle FR. It is important to also note that willingness to take risk is a non-

quantitative concept which is about a gut feeling of comfort (Loomes & Sugden, 1982:811). 

According to Frakt (2009:1), the sleep test is used as one the common measures for willingness 

to take FRs. The sleep test indicates that if one cannot sleep at night due a risk taking decision 

they have taken or in consideration, then willingness to take risk may have been exceeded. 

Similarly, if the decisions that an individual has taken do not cause any unrest, it is more likely 

that these decisions are within that individual’s willingness to take risks (Frakt, 2009:1). 

2.2.5.2 Ability to take risk 

The ability to take FRs relates to financial circumstances and investment goals of the investor 

(Callan & Johnson, 2002:39). Generally, investors with higher levels of wealth relative to 

liabilities and longer investment horizons have the ability to take above average FRs (Callan & 

Johnson, 2002:40). Ability thus relates more to the financial capacity to tolerate large swings and 

movements in investments and investment returns (Roszkowski et al., 2004:135). An 

individual’s psychological willingness to take risk can sometimes clash with their financial 

ability to do so (Roszkowski et al., 2004:135). For example, individuals may be psychologically 

excited by the prospect of risk and are thus high RT, but he/she may not have the financial ability 

to accommodate such desired levels of risks. When such a conflict exists, financial advisers need 

to take time to counsel the individual and explain the consequences of the mismatch. The ability 
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to take risk may be constrained by a number of aspects that involves an individual’s potential 

need for liquidity together with the desired time horizon for his/her investments. Unlike 

willingness, the ability to take risks is usually quantifiable through the financial capacity of the 

individual to partake in various risky activities and investments (Frakt, 2007:1).  

2.2.5.3 Need to take risk 

The need to take risk is the third component of a true client risk profile. Willingness and ability 

need to be evaluated in the context of an individual’s need to take risk to achieve a goal (Callan 

& Johnson, 2002:41). The need to take FR relates to the specific goal driving the investor to 

assume risk such as meeting a defined objective, avoiding falling short of a goal or having 

wealth eroded by inflation (Frakt, 2009:1). This component thus includes both personal and 

financial objectives that may propel investors to take either more FRs or relatively lessor FRs 

(Callan & Johnson, 2002:42). Investors may have the willingness and ability to take on more FR 

however they should also have a reasonable need to take on the amount of risk they are looking 

at (Roszkowski et al., 2004:136). Studying FRT using a subjective questionnaire makes it 

simpler to explore these factors by asking questions relating to each of the factors. As such, the 

researcher can be able to attribute an investor’s FRT level to either ability or lack of ability, 

willingness or unwillingness and having a need or not having a need to take risk.  

2.2.5.4 Behavioural aspects in financial risk tolerance 

Bailey and Kinerson (2005:23) mentioned that the difficulties of measuring FR attitudes also 

require that the researcher address a number of interrelated factors. Just like the various 

components of FRT discussed above, there are a number of behavioural factors which may affect 

an individual’s FRT level (Bailey & Kinerson, 2005:23). These include knowledge, regret, 

investment choice and comfort. The below brief discussion on these factors links with a later 

discussion on how various demographic factors may affect an individual’s level of FRT. 

Knowledge: Individuals with more financial and investment knowledge are generally more 

willing to accept FR (Bailey & Kinerson, 2005:25). According to Callan and Johnson (2002:34), 

knowledgeable individuals often know that they will need to take at least some risk to generate 

higher returns and that those short-term fluctuations in the value of investments need not matter 

for investors with longer-term horizons. Regret: this negative emotion arises from making the 
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wrong decision (Roszkowski et al., 2004:136). Individuals who are particularly prone to regret 

tend to try and make decisions that are less likely to cause regrets. For example, they might 

engage in regret avoidance by investing in relatively lower risk assets (Bailey & Kinerson, 

2005:26). Comfort with risk: Some individuals have psychological traits that allow them to 

accept taking risk. These individuals typically see risk as involving a thrill or opportunity rather 

than as a danger or a loss (Callan & Johnson, 2002:34). Questions addressing risk comfort levels 

often involve individuals choosing among alternative courses of action relating to saving 

decisions, or simply stating their comfort level to an amount of risk (Bailey & Kinerson, 

2005:26). Investment choice: preferences for different kinds of investments can also help to 

gauge risk attitudes (Callan & Johnson, 2002:38). For example, the safety of a bank account 

versus the risk/return potential of the stock market (Bailey & Kinerson, 2005:27). 

2.2.6 Financial risk tolerance and risk aversion  

The notion of FRT is inversely related to the concept of risk aversion which refers to the 

unwillingness of an investor to accept a bargain which has an uncertain outcome rather than one 

with high levels of certainty, but lower expected returns (Faff et al., 2008:2). In both finance and 

economic studies, risk aversion is referred to as the behaviour that consumers and investors 

reveal when exposed to uncertainty, and in attempt to reduce that uncertainty (Bommier & 

Rochet, 2006:708). For example, a RA investor might choose to put his or her money into a bank 

account with a low but guaranteed interest rate, rather than into a stock account that may have 

high expected returns, but also involves high chances of loss (Bommier & Rochet, 2006:708). 

Therefore, individuals who are more RA will have lower tolerance for FR and those who are less 

RA will have higher FRT levels (Faff et al., 2008:1). When comparing risk aversion and FRT, it 

is argued that FRT is however a more specific measure of the degree of uncertainty with respect 

to negative financial returns that an investor is willing to accept whereas risk aversion is a broad-

based level where investors are constantly concerned about the risk assumed rather than the 

potential returns associated with the risk (Faff et al., 2008:2).  

Palsson (1996:773) indicated that risk aversion is a measure of the inability or unwillingness to 

accept risk, whilst Menezes and Hanson (1970:482) referred to a RA individual as someone who, 

for any random risk, prefers the sure amount equal to the expected value of the risk rather than 
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the risk itself. This was also confirmed by Protopopescu (2007:2) who added that risk aversion is 

comparable to the concavity of the utility function
5
. Risk aversion was further referred to as the 

subjective tendency of investors to avoid unnecessary risk (Bellante & Green, 2004:271). Hanna 

and Lindamood (2004:31) maintained that risk aversion is subjective since different investors 

always have different definitions of what is necessary and what is unnecessary. While investors 

seeking significant returns are likely to see more risk as necessary, those who only want smaller 

returns will find such risks unnecessary (Bellante & Green, 2004:271). While concluding their 

study, Bellante and Green (2004:281) indicated that most if not all rational economic players are 

adequately RA such that, given two investments with the same return and different levels of risk, 

they would choose the less risky investment. The bottom line is that RA individuals avoid risks 

and as such they always stay away from high-risk investments. Therefore, investments which 

provide a sure return such as government bonds, debentures and index funds will be preferred to 

any other investments by RA individuals (Faff et al., 2008:22). 

According to Arrow (1971:23) and Pratt (1964:125) there are two components of risk aversion in 

relative risk aversion (RRA) and absolute risk aversion (ARA). More precisely, ARA is defined 

as ‘the change in a nominal amount that is allocated to a risky asset as wealth increases’ (Arrow, 

1971:23) and is represented by the Equation 2.1. According to Arrow (1971:23) and Pratt 

(1964:132), the ARA function is used to measure the risk aversion of an individual who is 

assumed to maximise the expected value of U”.     

ARA = -U”(W)/U’(W)               (2.1) 

Where: ARA is absolute risk aversion, U” is the Concave utility function differentiated twice; U’ 

is the Concave utility function differentiated once; and, W is the Wealth of an individual (Arrow, 

1971:22; Pratt, 1964:130).  

RRA conversely relates to the change in an individual’s portfolio allocation given changes in 

their wealth base (Arrow, 1971:2; Pratt, 1964:122). RRA is on the other hand represented by the 

below mathematical formula. 

RRA = -W [U”(W)/U’(W)]               (2.2) 

                                                           
5
 A measure of preferences over a set of goods and services upon which investors base their decisions 
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Where RRA is relative risk aversion, U”, U’ and W have the same definitions as in Equation 2.1. 

Both these concepts of ARA and RRA are important when trying to understand the behaviour of 

the investor as well as many other theoretical issues in finance and economics (Levy, 1994:289). 

It is clear that risk aversion and FRT are strongly interlinked with support for the inverse 

relationship between the two concepts (Hanna & Lindamood, 2004:29). FRT however is the 

main focus of this study and will be predominantly explored further. FRT can also be measured 

using either objective or subjective measures with the contrast between the two measures 

explored below. 

2.2.7 Objective and subjective measures of financial risk tolerance 

As has already been mentioned, FRT can either be measured using subjective measures or 

objective measures. Whilst SFRT generally assess an individual’s self-perceived risk tolerance 

level (Chang et al., 2004:54), OFRT looks at an individual’s revealed behaviour through actual 

past asset allocations (MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1985:2). Rooted on the economic concept of 

risk aversion, SFRT is centred on the psychological component of decision making under 

financial uncertainties such as judgments, attitudes, perceptions, personal feelings, tastes and 

opinions of individual investors (Chaulk et al., 2003:259). This measure of FRT is highly 

influenced by self-selection bias and do not typically consider other factors that would prevent 

ownership such as financial constraints, discrimination or lack of exposure to information about 

financial markets (Chang et al., 2004:55). OFRT on the other hand is based on the idea of the 

objective financial situation of the household and is more concerned about revealed/actual 

allocations rather than attitudes and opinions formed (Hanna and Chen, 1997:17). 

Supporting the use of SFRT measures, Anbar and Eker (2010:505) claimed that an investor’s 

SFRT level will change over time and is therefore, not static, especially as demographic and 

economic factors are altered. Due to this, it is necessary for investment managers and financial 

advisors to continuously update their clients’ risk profiles. However, Riley and Chow (1992:32) 

provided support for the use of objective measures due to that actual asset allocations are often 

different from what investors indicate as their subjective allocations. Riley and Chow (1992:32) 

further commented that this led to the objective approach being far superior than the subjective 

approach which typically request investors to respond to hypothetical scenarios. It can also be 
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contended that the objective approach of measuring FRT prevents the problem of framing
6
 when 

it comes to asking hypothetical questions (Anbar & Eker, 2010:505). Halek and Eisenhauer 

(2001:3), who objectively measured FRT in their study, noted that the framing of questions 

either in terms of gains or losses can distort individual responses.  

Questionnaires and surveys are popular instruments through which FRT can be subjectively 

measured (Hanna & Lindamood, 2004:30). The use of the questionnaire method is however 

highly recommended as the most preferred way of assessing an individual’s FRT level (Grable & 

Lytton, 1999a:165). This is mainly because it allows for a large number of participants to be 

covered eliminating response bias. Secondly, the questionnaire instrument can include items that 

cover a wide range of financial and investment decisions or scenarios that are important in 

determining the risk level of an individual which may not be achieved using objective measures 

(Grable & Lytton, 1999a:166). Moreover questionnaires allow for a comparison to be made on 

fairer terms between all participants regardless of differences in income, gender, age or religion 

(Hanna & Lindamood, 2004:32). Although both objective and subjective measures have their 

advantages, there are certain drawbacks in using these methods as well. In comparing the 

drawbacks of using objective rather than subjective measures, in their study, Chaulk et al. 

(2003:259) elucidated that objective measures would result in some participants being excluded 

from the analysis especially younger people and families in their formation years, who are less 

likely to have accumulated significant levels of wealth/income or hold any risky assets in their 

portfolios. Contrastingly, most individuals would have formed attitudes towards FR regardless of 

their financial situations or age (Chaulk et al., 2003:259). Hanna and Chen (1997:20) and Hanna 

et al. (2001:55) concluded that economic models, used in OFRT may not be entirely accurate as 

well, due to the fact that a large number of households have very low levels of liquid assets and 

in turn cannot hold much risky assets. On criticising OFRT measures, Yang (2004:21) specified 

that using asset allocations to objectively measure risk tolerance can be inaccurate as they may 

not necessarily be a true reflection of an individual’s risk appetite. This is because people may be 

forced into certain investments they would not usually pursue. A good example of this would be 

the case of a company requiring employees to invest some of their pension in the company’s 

shares. Grable and Lytton (1999a:165) further stated that OFRT measures tended to be 

                                                           
6
 The construction, phrasing and presentation of questions in a questionnaire. 
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descriptive rather than predictive; hence these measures cannot explain actual investor 

behaviour. On the other hand, the use of SFRT measures is not without its own weaknesses. 

Barsky et al. (1997:538) acknowledged that participants may not be entirely accurate when 

answering subjective questions in a questionnaire or any other form data collection, thus adding 

to validity problems when subjectively measuring FRT. SFRT measures may also suffer from 

many systematic biases related to halo-effects, order and scale (Podsako et al., 2003:881), 

macroeconomic fluctuations (Ujhelyi, 2009:375) and psychological factors (Bertrand & 

Mullainathan, 2001:7). Furthermore, subjective measures have also been cited as difficult to 

aggregate and interpret because they are often expressed in ordinal scales (Rose-Ackerman, 

1999:15). 

Although SFRT and OFRT levels ought to be the same for each individual, it is possible for the 

OFRT of households to be different from their SFRT (Chang et al., 2004:64). This is mainly 

because OFRT is usually measured by the amount of risky financial assets relative to either total 

assets or net worth and other households may not have any risky assets in their portfolios 

(Chaulk et al., 2003:259). On the other hand, SFRT is concerned with attitudes that people form 

towards risk and these can be formed irrespective of an individual’s financial stance (Chaulk et 

al., 2003:259). Furthermore, households may invest only a small amount in risky financial assets 

and still believe that they are highly tolerant of risk or vice versa (Sahm, 2007:15). The different 

definitions of FRT may also account for the differences in subjective and objective tolerance 

levels when studying the same sample. Hence, it is not clear that OFRT is the same as SFRT. For 

example, a study by Chang et al. (2004:62) concluded that age was a significant determinant of 

FRT when it was measured objectively, however, when it was subjectively measured, age was 

not a significant determinant of FRT. 

The discussion above indicates how the concept of risk tolerance has evolved and developed 

over time. A number of strengths and weaknesses in the measures of this concept have also been 

indicated. As such, based on a number of variables such the composition of the sample, available 

time (note that using subjective measures may be time consuming than when using objective 

measures), financial cost, availability of data and feasibility, one needs to select the appropriate 

method to measure FRT. With this study based on university students, it is seen fit and feasible 

to use subjective measures of FR and hence a questionnaire was administered to the sample as 
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detailed in the methodology. The use of either subjective or objective measures of FRT only does 

half the job in quantifying these tolerance levels. These measures will help gather the data 

needed to perform analysis and once the analyses have been performed one will have to classify 

investors and determine portfolio implications of the recorded tolerance scores. The process of 

classification usually involves grouping investors into a set of pre-defined risk tolerance 

categories again based on their FRT levels. The discussion on these classifications is outlined 

below together with the portfolio formation implications of a recorded FRT score. 

2.2.8 Financial risk tolerance, portfolio formation and risk tolerance categories 

When defining FRT, it is important to note that the level of FR one is willing and able to 

withstand is an important determinant of how they would construct their investment portfolios 

(Corter & Chen, 2006:369). As such, investors with high tolerance for risk are likely to invest in 

risky options such as shares in start-up companies as they are willing to accept the possibility 

that the value of their portfolio may decline (Corter & Chen, 2006:370). However, investors with 

low FRT levels tend to invest predominantly in stable shares and highly-graded bonds (Corter & 

Chen, 2006:370). The various investment vehicles for investors with different risk tolerance 

levels are summarised in Figure 2.1. Low RT investors will predominantly invest in cash, money 

market securities and the various types of bonds (C2VTrader, 2015:1). High RT investors will 

predominately invest in more sophisticated and risky investment products such as future 

contracts, land development, shares and start-up businesses (C2VTrader, 2015:1). With the aim 

of achieving average exposure, investors looking for relatively average risk will primarily invest 

in a mixture of both high risk and low risk products including bonds and other high risk company 

shares (C2VTrader, 2015:1). As shown in Figure 2.1, the amount of risk one is willing to assume 

is also a determinate of returns he/she is likely to receive from the investment (C2VTrader, 

2015:1). This means that those who take relatively low risk are likely to yield lesser returns 

compared to those who take relatively more risks (C2VTrader, 2015:1). This is a good elastration 

of the positive relationship between risk and return while also indicating the type of assets one is 

likely to include in their portfolio given their FRT level. As already been mentioned, a 

combination of risky products is likely to yield higher returns compared to a combination of low 

risk products.  
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Figure 2.1: Low vs. high risk portfolio construction 

Source: Own construct based on C2VTrader (2015) 

FRT is a life factor that has a significant influence on portfolio construction, the mix of asset 

classes an investor is willing to hold and how aggressive or conservative investors should be in 

their investment decisions (Olivares et al., 2008:10). This makes it important to discuss the 

several risk tolerance categories defined in the finance industry. These categories are used by 

both researchers and financial managers to group investors based on their FRT levels (Tools for 

Money, 2004:1). These pre-defined categories make it simpler for portfolio managers to develop 

portfolio models that can automatically construct portfolios for investors depending on their 

tolerance categories. Investment managers have made reference to as much as 10 different 

categories (Tools for Money, 2004:1); however this study only focused on five FRT categories. 

This discussion included a summary of how investors feel about FR, how much downside market 

fluctuations can be tolerated and how much they expect to profit when markets are going up 

under each of the different categories. 

2.2.8.1 Conservative investor 

By definition, a conservative investor is one who is naturally not willing to assume any evident 

downside market variations hence; these investors are willing to sacrifice most significant 

potential benefits in attempt to achieve this goal (Tools for Money, 2004:1). Therefore, 

conservative investors are those investors who never want to receive their monthly statements 
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and see less money than they had before, besides if it was due to their own withdrawals. As a 

result, conservative investors hold portfolios that provide them with inflation adjusted income 

streams mainly used to finance daily living expenses (Tools for Money, 2004:1). In terms of age 

and career stage, conservative investors are in most cases older, towards retirement or retired 

with the majority of funds retained in short term high quality bonds and fixed income streams 

while high risk asset classes are avoided altogether (Lytton & Grable, 1997:7). Conservative 

investors do not tolerate any level of FR in their investments. Their level of FRT ranges between 

no tolerances for any risk and very low risk tolerance levels (Larkin et al., 2013:81). They are 

sometimes referred to as RA investors in that they avoid exposure to FR as much as they can. As 

stated by Larkin et al. (2013:82), investors in this category have a zero appetite for risk if any. 

Most conservative investors are either currently depending on their investments to give them a 

retirement pay check, or are expecting this to happen soon. Some are on tight budgets, barely 

making a living; hence they fear losing the little they have as they may not have the financial 

capacity to recoup these losses (Tools for Money, 2004:1). On the other hand, some investors 

tend to be conservative simply because they do not see a need to assume any risk as they do not 

require their portfolios to provide income for more than several years, due of low life 

expectancy, so growth is just not the objective (Grable, 1997:81). 

Evident in Figure 2.1, conservative investors will predominantly retain their money in short-term 

assets, cash, high-quality bonds and fixed income streams. Satisfying needs becomes a challenge 

for conservative investors when inflation is on the rise because the market value of fixed income 

securities is negatively correlated to inflation and market rates (Hinz et al., 1997:91). According 

to Afza and Nazir (2007:12), other noticeable demographic factors seen in this category include 

most female investors, older investors towards retirement, those with little investment experience 

and those with very low levels of education and income. With very little risk taken, these 

investors also don’t expect to make substantial returns when the markets move in their favour 

(Olivares et al., 2008:11). In summary, these low risk investors prefer knowing that their capital 

is safe and they are not comfortable investing in shares as they would rather keep their money in 

a bank account (Tools for Money, 2004:1). Conservative investors are likely to suffer from 

severe regret if their decisions turn out badly; they also need to understand that their caution can 

mean that their investments may not keep pace with inflation or that they may fall short of their 

investment goals and objectives (Campbell et al., 2003:59). 
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2.2.8.2 Moderately Conservative investors 

A Moderately conservative investor is typically a conservative investor who is however willing 

to tolerate a little more FR than the usual conservative investor, but is still adverse to large short-

term downside fluctuations while looking for a little more return than the conservative investor 

(Tools for Money, 2004:1). The typical investor in this category is either retired and getting their 

pay check from portfolio income, soon to be retired, or has been hurt by poor investment 

management in the past (Tools for Money, 2004:1). Moderately conservative investors require 

protection from large downside market fluctuations and are willing to not fully-participate when 

markets are moving upwards however, informed investors realise that if their life expectancy is 

more than a decade, then having exposure to investments that increase in value is needed to 

provide adequate income in the later years (Campbell et al., 2003:59). According to Afza and 

Nazir (2007:13), moderately conservative investors are able to achieve their goals by having a 

significant exposure to fixed income securities, real estate, several different types of stocks and 

tangible commodities that track inflation. Core equity asset classes are used, but very risky asset 

classes are still held to a minimum. 

As such, moderately conservative portfolios typically produce returns a little more than inflation 

and taxes with annual income yields in the ranges of three percent to five percent and little 

capital gains distributions (Tools for Money, 2004:1). When major markets are doing relatively 

well, these investors are able to achieve double-digit returns, however, in down financial 

markets, annual returns can go to as low as negative figures. In rising financial markets they can 

achieve up to nine percent in annual returns (Weinraub & Visscher, 1998:13). This category is 

not very different from the conservative investor category and will still mainly consist of older 

investors, low income earners, females, less educated individuals and those with non-finance 

related qualifications but with good experience in investments (Afza & Nazir, 2007:12). In 

summary, moderately conservative investors would prefer not to take risk with their investments, 

but they can be persuaded to do so to a limited extent. They would rather prefer to keep their 

money in the bank, but they may realise that other investments might be better over the longer 

term (Campbell et al., 2003:60). Just like conservative investors, moderately conservative 

investors may also suffer regret when decisions turn out badly (Campbell et al., 2003:60). 
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2.2.8.3 Moderate investors 

The majority of financial investors fall in this middle-of-the-road category mainly due to the 

desire to invest short term for daily expenses and long term for retirement purposes (Tools for 

Money, 2004:1). For these investors, the need for portfolio generated income is usually several 

years away however, moderate investors still require good returns, and know that they have to 

take some risks to get those returns (Olivares et al., 2008:11). Moderately managed portfolios 

yield returns similar to a basket of similarly weighted market indices; however, they usually go 

up/down less than the market as a whole. To achieve maximum diversification, Campbell et al. 

(2003:61) indicated that moderately managed portfolios will on average consist of a balanced 

mix of most all-major viable asset classes including conservatively-managed bonds as well as 

high-risk shares. While using both risky and safe assets pragmatically, moderate investors end up 

using the most number of asset classes compared to any other investors (Tools for Money, 

2004:1). 

Weinraub and Visscher (1998:14) went on to indicate that moderate investors, as compared to 

conservative investors have the ability to achieve returns which are more than inflation and taxes 

with as much as a twelve percent returns when markets are moving up and as low as negative 

nine percent returns when markets are moving down. According to Afza and Nazir (2007:13) the 

demographic composition in this category would include middle age investors who just got 

married and are looking to save for long term goals such as children tuition and retirement. 

Males would also usually dominate this category; however females with sufficient funds and 

education are also bound to fall in this category. In summary, moderate investors understand that 

they have to take IVR to meet their long term goals and are thus willing to take risks with at least 

part of their available assets (Tools for Money, 2004:1). Conservative investors may have some 

experience of investment, including investing in products containing higher risk assets such as 

equities and bonds, hence they quickly and easily make up their minds on financial matters 

however, they are still prone to regret when their decisions turn out badly (Tools for Money, 

2004:1). 
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2.2.8.4 Moderately Aggressive 

Moderately aggressive investors seek to outperform a basket of similarly weighted indices when 

the markets are up, and do mind being down more when markets are down (Tools for Money, 

2004:1). As moderately aggressive investors take relatively more downside risks than the 

markets, they also expect to be compensated accordingly when markets are moving upwards. 

Investors in this category will typically avoid fixed income positions while fully utilising risky 

asset classes (Tools for Money, 2004:1). If any, bonds and other risk free assets are aggressively 

managed and will be kept to ensure that the portfolio is fully diversified. Most moderately 

aggressive investors aim to accumulate significant amounts of wealth in the future while also 

willing to wait a significant amount of time for their rewards (Olivares et al., 2008:11). Since 

investors in this category put more emphasis on making money rather than preventing the loos of 

money, they can get returns as low as negative fifteen percent when markets are down and as 

much as sixteen percent when markets are moving upwards (Tools for Money, 2004:1). As such, 

this category would be dominated by males, high income earners, individuals with financial 

postgraduate qualifications and those with sufficient knowledge about the markets (Afza & 

Nazir, 2007:13). In summary, moderately aggressive investors are willing to take on IVR and 

understand the nature of the long-term risk/return trade off. These investors are typically 

experienced in a wide range of investment products with the ability to make up their minds 

quickly and easily (Campbell et al., 2003:61). Although moderately aggressive investors may 

suffer from regret should their decisions turn out badly, they are able to accept and deal with 

occasional poor portfolio performances (Campbell et al., 2003:61). 

2.2.8.5 Aggressive investors  

Aggressive investors are those investors who are looking to substantially outperform the markets 

however, they are aware that they need to be exposed to much more risks than the markets 

(Tools for Money, 2004:1). Aggressive investors hold mostly growth, small-cap, sector mutual 

funds and shares with bonds and other fixed income assets avoided all together. Aggressive 

investors are typically younger and intend to contribute relatively large amounts into their 

portfolios periodically over time trough contributions coming from earned income (Tools for 

Money, 2004:1). Most aggressive investors either want to accumulate substantial wealth in the 
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future, are in a hurry, have enough income from other sources to fund their living expenses, or 

have plenty of time to work and recoup any potential losses (Campbell et al., 2003:61).  Some 

may just not have experienced significant losses in the markets, so their bravery usually ends up 

being their own downfall. On average, in down financial markets, returns can go down by as 

much as negative twenty percent while positive returns of as much as thirty percent are possible 

when markets are moving upwards (Olivares et al., 2008:11). In this category, one will usually 

find younger male individuals with high levels of income, well-educated and most probably in 

the risk/finance field or with a job relating to investments or finance (Afza & Nazir, 2007:14). In 

summary, these high risk investors want the highest possible return on their capital and are 

willing to take considerable amounts of risk to achieve this goal. Aggressive investors typically 

have substantial amounts of investment experience and will typically have been managing their 

own investments with concrete investment views and the ability to make up their minds on 

financial matters easily and quickly (Campbell et al., 2003:61). These investors may not suffer 

from regret as they have both the financial and psychological capacity to deal with occasional 

poor outcomes without much difficulty (Campbell et al., 2003:61).  

2.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINANCIAL RISK TOLERANCE AND 

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

As already noted in preceding sections, important to the study of FRT is to understand how 

various demographic variables can affect an individual’s FRT level. South African studies such 

as those by Gumede (2009); Metherell (2011); Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015); Strydom and 

Metherell (2012); Strydom et al. (2009); have all studied FRT while also determining the effect 

of various demographic factors on tolerance levels. To mention a few, international studies such 

as those by Al-Ajmi (2008); Anbar and Eker (2010); Antonites and Wordsworth (2009); Chang 

et al. (2004); Friend and Blume (1975); Hanna and Lindamood (2004); Morin and Suarez 

(1983); Sulaiman (2012) have also studied FRT while examining how various demographic 

factors may influence an individual’s tolerance level. From past research, age, gender, income, 

education, population group and cultural background have all emerged as significant 

demographic variables affecting FRT. Understanding these determinants is also critical in 

attempts to understand an individual’s investment decision making processes (Sulaiman, 

2012:111). Although these factors have been comprehensively investigated in the past, reviewed 
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literatures still show conflicting results with some studies finding positive relationships between 

a variable and the level of risk tolerance, whilst others find a negative or no relationship for the 

same variable. This next section examined these different demographic variables including 

empirical evidence from both South African and international studies. 

2.3.1 Financial risk tolerance and age 

Logically, it is expected that as people grow older they will tend tolerant lessor FRs as they are 

faced with shorter investment horizons in which they can realise returns on their investments 

(Al-Ajmi, 2008:18). It is also true that older individuals may not have sufficient investment 

horizons to cover and make up for losses they may incur in their investments. Chaulk et al. 

(2003:260) referred to this logic as reasonable since younger investors are able to decrease their 

consumption patterns or replace leisure time with more work in order to compensate for any 

portfolio losses. Through its ability to measure the period to which an individual’s financial 

assets are needed in order to meet financial objectives and the ability to measure the possible 

investment time horizon and the likelihood of recovering possible losses, age has proven to be a 

significant factor affecting FRT (Lyons et al., 2008:73). Although the basic logic seems to be 

reasonable, there is research evidence for and against this logical stance as discussed below. 

Chang et al. (2004:55) cited this relationship between age and FRT as a special one since they 

believe that tolerance for risk will first increase as age increases until age reaches a certain point 

where risk tolerance will start to decrease. Specifically, this variance in the relationship of age 

and FRT occurs in the investment accumulation face and may also be a factor of other 

demographic factors such as income which can be highly correlated to age (Chang et al., 

2004:55). 

In an international study by Sung and Hanna (1996:12) using the Federal Reserve Board’s 

Surveys of Consumer Finances (SCF), the authors employed SFRT measures to a sample of 

employed participants aged 16-70. It was found that only four percent of the sample was willing 

to take a considerable amount of FR while as much as forty percent was not willing to take any 

noticeable FRs (Sung & Hanna, 1996:13). Amongst other conclusions, Sung and Hanna 

(1996:13) also concluded that age had neither a significant effect on FRT nor a significant 

correlation with FRT. In their study, Hallahan et al. (2004) investigated the effect of 
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demographic factors including age on personal FRT. Using data extracted from the database of 

an Australian company (Pro Quest) these authors had a sample consisting of a maximum of 20 

415 observations with fourteen percent below the age of 30, seventy-two percent between the 

age of 30 and 60 while fifteen percent above the age of 60 (Hallahan et al., 2004:60). Employing 

a hierarchical regression, the relationship between FRT and age was tested both in a linear and 

nonlinear stance (Hallahan et al., 2004:64). The results indicated that the linear relationship 

between age and FRT was not significant while the nonlinear relationship between age and FRT 

was significant. Both relationships were however negative although the linear relationship was 

not significant (Hallahan et al., 2004:65). When Wallach and Kogan (1961:25) investigated the 

relationship between FRT and age, they found that older individuals tended to be less FR tolerant 

than younger individuals. Other international studies that found a negative significant 

relationship between age and FRT include those by Ahmad et al. (2011); Bajtelsmit and 

Bernasek (1996); Palsson (1996); Riley and Chow (1992). 

Chang et al. (2004) also investigated the relationship between age and SFRT. With data on the 

United State of America (U.S.A) families drawn from the 2001 SCF, information was collected 

from 4 442 households. According to Chang et al. (2004:56), one of the hypotheses was that ‘the 

relationship between age and FRT is positive’. The study by Chang et al. (2004:57) employed a 

Chi-square analysis and an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) analysis to explore this relationship 

between age and FRT. The results from this study was interesting as there was a hump-shaped  

relationship where younger and older individuals tended to be less RT than individuals between 

the ages of 35 to 49 and 50 to 64 respectively (Chang et al., 2004:55). As such Chang et al. 

(2004:65) concluded that age had no significant influence on SFRT. In his study, Sulaiman 

(2012:110) used data obtained in the year 2010 from a survey of employees from two different 

Indian universities (The University of Kerala and Mahatma Ghandi University). While randomly 

selecting a sample of 300 participants from a list of all faculties and staff members, Sulaiman 

(2012:111) attempted to analyse the effect of a number of demographic factors including age on 

the FRT of the sample. With the sample age ranging from 25-75 years, the study was able to 

reveal a relatively low positive correlation between FRT and age (Sulaiman, 2012:113). When 

testing the significance of this relation, the null hypothesis was rejected and Sulaiman (2012:113) 

concluded that there was a significant positive relationship between FRT and age. As such, FRT 

levels would be expected to increase as the age of the individuals increase.  
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After a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between FRT and a number of demographic 

factors, Al-Ajmi (2008:21) indicated that there was no clear direction in terms of the effect age 

had on FRT, even though between age groups the results were significantly different. More 

specifically, it was found that participants between the age of 20 and 29 years had a mean RTS 

of 1.75 which was greater than the 1.68 mean RTS of participants between the ages of 30 and 39 

years and the 1.72 mean RTS of participants over the age of 50 years (Al-Ajmi, 2008:20). 

However, the category comprising of participants aged between 40 and 49 years had the highest 

mean FRT of 1.82 (Al-Ajmi, 2008:20). Al-Ajmi (2008:21) attributed the differences in the 

results mainly to changes in the financial goals and commitments of the different age groups 

where those who are single and in their early working life show more FRT, whilst after getting 

married and having children they become slightly more RA. As their children grow older and 

become less reliant and more financially independent, FRT levels increases, whilst when 

individuals approach retirement age, or do in fact retire, they appear to be less RT (Al-Ajmi, 

2008:21). 

In the context of South African studies, age has also been examined as a possible determinant of 

FRT. Using a shopping mall survey, Strydom and Metherell (2012:9) used a total of 320 

responses collected from their sample to determine among others the effect of age on FRT levels. 

With the use of a BLRM to analyse the data, Strydom and Metherell (2012:13) found that age 

was statistically significant at the 10 percent level of significance; suggesting a negative 

relationship with FRT where older individuals are expected to be dominantly RA and younger 

individuals to be dominantly RT. The study by Strydom and Metherell (2012) reported a mean 

age 41.03 years, minimum age of 17 years and a maximum age of 85 years. With a β value of -

0.015 and an odds ratio of 0.985, Strydom and Metherell (2012:13) rejected the null hypothesis 

that ‘age has no effect on FRT levels’. A study by Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015:182) also 

employed a BLRM to analyse a sample of 330 participants from a South African University. The 

results from this study indicated that age had no significant effect on FRT. This finding by 

Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015:182) was largely attributed to the age distribution of the 

sample. There was lack of variation in age differences of the sample which consisted of only 

university students who were almost in the same age category (Ramudzuli & Muzindutsi, 

2015:183). 
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From as far back as the work of Pratt (1964) and Arrow (1971) in the development of utility 

functions, RRA has always been considered to increase with respect to age and there is support 

for this notion from a range of researchers such as Morin and Suarez, (1983); Palsson, (1996) 

and those noted above. On the other hand, substantial evidence has also been given in support of 

the opposite were FRT either increases as age increases and where age is not a significant 

determinant of FRT (Grable & Lytton, 1999b; Grable & Joo, 1997; Grable & Joo, 2004). Chang 

et al. (2004:65) also went as far as indicating that the relationship between age and FRT is hump-

shaped were FRT would decrease as age increases for a certain age group and then increase as 

age increases for another age group. Other pieces of research by Faff et al. (2008); Gilliam et al. 

(2010); Riley and Chow (1992); Weagley and Gannon (1991) also indicate a curvilinear 

relationship such that FRT increases with age up to a certain point where it then starts to 

decrease as age increases. These differences in findings can be attributed to a number of factors 

including the type of sample one is studying, age differentials in the sample and the instrument 

used. The lack of consensus in the relationship between age and FRT shows that more research 

on this variable is necessary.  

2.3.2 Financial risk tolerance and gender 

Just like age, the gender of investors has also been cited as one other important factor affecting 

an individual’s level of FRT (Gibson et al., 2013:24; Grossman & Eckel, 2009:1; Grable, 

2000:626; Weber, 2013:1). This physical composition and sexuality of individuals has been 

studied by a number of international and local researchers such as Gumede (2009); Metherell 

(2011); Powell and Ansic (1997); Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015); Strydom and Metherell 

(2012); Strydom et al. (2009); Sulaiman (2012); Yao et al. (2005); Yao et al. (2011) with the aim 

of determining its effect on FRT levels. For many years, men have been logically deemed more 

RT than women (Powell & Ansic, 1997:607). This stereotype view of males being less RA 

compared to females is also evident in other risks such as physical risk tolerances and social risk 

tolerances (Grable, 1997:14). The gender differentials in FRT have always been attributed to a 

number of factors including that men tend to possess more confidence in their decisions 

compared to women (Bernasek & Shwiff, 2001:345). High personal investment in human capital 

by men, cultural beliefs, exposure, women oppression, education and financial knowledge have 

also been cited as major factors contributing to gender differences in the study of SFRT (Barber 
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& Odean, 2001:269). Furthermore, Bajtelsmit and Bernasek (1996:6) attributed gender based 

SFRT differences to the fact that financial advisors usually assume that females are not tolerant 

of FRs therefore they tend to provide them with conservative investment options, advice and 

products.  

Most studies have concluded that women are less RT than men to degrees varying with 

situational context (Ahmad et al., 2011; Bajtelsmit & Bernasek, 1996; Grable, 2000; Grable & 

Lytton, 1999b; Grossman & Eckel, 2009; Palsson, 1996). These differences are explained by the 

inherent biological characteristics of the genders. Because women are responsible for child 

bearing and mothering, they naturally have higher levels of enzyme monoamine oxidase to 

reduce sensation, thereby making them more averse to uncertain situations (Cooper et al., 

2014:272). It is also debated that these differences maybe aggravated by other variables such as 

age or income. For example, younger men are more RT than younger women, but older men are 

less RT than older women (Chaulk et al., 2003; Grable & Lytton, 1999b). It is also well-known 

that women earn less than men with the differences attributed to career work and experience, 

education, familial priorities, undervaluation of women’s skills and even discrimination (Boheim 

et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the gender difference in FRT has serious repercussions as women 

generally accumulate less wealth and pensions than men (Neelakantan, 2010; Watson & 

McNaughton, 2007). Unlike age, researchers have rarely found evidence against the general 

norm of men being more RT, however gender has been found to be a non-significant factor in the 

FRT study (Blum, 1976; McInish, 1982; Schooley & Worden, 1996).  

Sulaiman (2012:111) used data obtained from a survey of employees from both the University of 

Kerala and the Mahatma Gandhi University to study the relationship between FRT levels and a 

number of demographic factors including gender. With a sample of 300 participants, Sulaiman 

(2012:111) used the ‘FinaMetrica
7
’ personal profiling questionnaire consisting of 24 questions to 

collect the data used in the study. With the null hypothesis: ‘gender and the FRT of individual 

investors are independent of each other’, Sulaiman (2012:113) conducted a number of analyses 

which resulted in the null hypothesis being accepted. As such, it was conclusive that the gender 

of investors and their FRT were completely independent of each other (Sulaiman, 2012:113). 

                                                           
The FinaMetrica system is a commercially provided Computer-based risk tolerance measurement tool used by leading academic 

educators and researchers. 
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After a comprehensive review of questionnaires obtained from over 30 banks, Cooper et al. 

(2014:275) designed a new questionnaire to collect data from participants in order to conduct a 

study on FRT and its determinants. Data was collected from 187 individuals with 58 percent of 

the respondents being male and the remaining 42 percent female (Cooper et al., 2014:275). The 

results of the study indicated that the majority of individuals identified as ‘riskiest’ were male 

and in actual fact, females’ scores were consistently lower than those of men suggesting that they 

perceive FR differently than men (Cooper et al., 2014:278). The T-test results also showed that 

the differences between FRT levels of male and female participants was significant and men 

tended to tolerate more FR than women (Cooper et al., 2014:278). Ryack (2011:185) collected 

data from a sample of incoming college first years together with their parents attending the 

orientation sessions at a public university. A paper survey was administered and data was 

received from 177 mothers, 118 fathers and 378 incoming first years with 43 percent being male 

and 57 percent female (Ryack, 2011:182). Consistent with prior research, gender was found to be 

significantly correlated with FRT at the one percent level of significance, with males showing 

higher FRT scores than females (Rayck, 2011:187). Gilliam et al. (2010:33) employed a 

subjective measure of FRT on a convenience sample of faculty members drown from a South-

western public university. Among other control variables, Gilliam et al. (2010:36) concluded that 

being male was positively associated with greater portfolio allocations into riskier products such 

as stocks and futures.  

In the 1990s, a number of researchers were involved in the study of FRT with conclusions 

focused on men being more willing to assume higher FRs compared to women (Hawley & Fujii, 

1994; Sung & Hanna, 1996; Xiao & Noring, 1994). Hawley and Fujii (1994); Sung and Hanna 

(1996); Xiao and Noring (1994) each used a version of the SCF to obtain data for regression 

analyses such as the OLS and a BLRM where willingness to take FR was the dependent variable, 

and gender (among a number of other variables) was defined as an independent variable. These 

researchers concluded that men were more willing than women to take FRs (Hawley & Fujii, 

1994:203; Sung & Hanna, 1996:17; Xiao & Noring, 1994:42). Similarly, Bajtelsmit and 

Bernasek (1996:9) also concluded that women were more willing to invest their pensions in more 

conservative portfolios than men and in general, women were found to be less RT when 

compared to men. Furthermore, in a study by Grable and Lytton (1999b:9), gender differences in 

financial attitudes were analysed using data collected from a random sample of 592 tax payers in 
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the mid-Atlantic state. From the analysis, Grable and Lytton (1999b:9) concluded that females 

expressed lessor confidence in their financial attitudes and lower risk taking propensities in 

relation to financial management strategies when compared to males. Contrastingly, Blum 

(1976) conducted a study using a sample of 91 female and 90 male business people, 

professionals, skilled and semi-skilled workers, housewives and clerical workers from an area in 

New York City. Asking the participants a number of hypothetical questions, Blum (1976:89) 

with the help of fourteen judges ranked the answers in terms of their riskiness. Based on the 

rankings, Blum (1976:90) reached a conclusion that the differences in risk tolerances of males 

and females were not statistically significant. Similarly, after conducting a random sample 

survey on 300 investors, McInish (1982:135) also indicated that gender differences in FRT were 

not statistically significant. Using data from the 1983 and 1989 SCF respectively, Haliassos and 

Bertaut (1995:1128) and Schooley and Worden (1996:98) concluded that gender had no 

statistical influence on the type of investment products included in portfolios by both male 

investors and female investors. As such, gender did not display any significant influence on FRT 

levels. Furthermore, with the use of a logistic regression Palsson (1996) attempted to determine 

if the FRT of individuals varied with demographic factors including gender. Using Swedish 

cross-sectional data which was based on tax returns from 7000 households, Palsson (1996:776) 

concluded that the FRT of households did not statistically change according to their gender. 

Other studies with similar conclusions include those by Fitzsimmons and Wakita (1993:178) and 

Hanna et al. (2001:54) who indicated that there were no any evident significant correlations 

between gender and FRT.  

In a South African based study, Strydom and Metherell (2012) extended on the already 

established FRT study by investigating the effect of a number of demographic factors including 

gender, on an individual’s level of FRT. Strydom and Metherell (2012:12) employed a BLRM to 

analyse the effect of gender (amongst other demographic variables) on FRT based on a stratified 

random sample of 320 participants surveyed in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal. Off the 320 

participants, 172 were male and 148 female (Strydom & Metherell, 2012:11). Gender was found 

to be statistically significant at the 10 percent level of significance. This meant that gender did 

play an important role in determining an individual’s FRT level and males were more RT than 

females in the sample (Strydom & Metherell, 2012:13). As such, the results were in line with 

most international studies suggesting that men will tolerate more FR than females.  
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Another South African study by Strydom et al. (2009) explored FRT levels of students at the 

University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). These authors apportioned the distribution of male and 

female participants with regards to their FRT levels and found that most of the male participants 

sit in the high risk tolerance categories (Moderately aggressive, aggressive and extremely 

aggressive). Although women dominate the moderate risk tolerance category, most of them still 

fell in the conservative RT category (Strydom et al., 2009:15). Consistent with international 

research, Strydom et al. (2009:19) concluded that gender was a significant factor affecting an 

individual’s level of FRT and that men tend to tolerate more FRs compared to women. 

Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015) used a subjective questionnaire to collect data from 330 

participants at a South African university. With 170 male and 160 female participants, a BLRM 

was used to analyse the data. Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015:183) concluded that gender had 

no significant effect on the level of FRT. These findings were largely attributed to the gender 

distribution in the sample. With the Commerce faculty (defined as a RT faculty) dominated by 

females and the Humanities faculty (defined as a RA faculty) dominated by males, FRT levels 

ended up equalising between males and females resulting in statistically insignificant findings. 

Similarly, Gumede (2009:33) also found that there were no significant differences in FRT 

between males and females. 

Historically, women have been regarded as being more RA than men (Powell and Ansic, 1997: 

607); however, the extent to which these gender differences represent evidence of general traits 

rather than contextual responses to social and environmental factors is still unresolved. Although 

most research suggests that the general norm of men assuming more risk than women is true, 

times are changing whiles opportunities among males and females are also equalising. As such, 

females have also gained an edge with the ability to assume more risk than they are usually 

deemed to assume. It is therefore still an interesting and evolving phenomenon as to what 

contributes to men assuming more FR than women if they do at all. It is therefore important to 

caution financial advisors not to discriminate against females and assuming they are 

automatically less RT than males just because of their gender. Individual risk analysis should 

always be conducted in order to appropriately determine an investor’s risk appetite and therefore, 

match the required investment portfolio to the correct FRT level. Based on this, it is important to 

conduct analyses and determine whether gender is a significant factor affecting FRT levels and 

to also determine if men do tolerate more risks than women.  
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2.3.3 Financial risk tolerance and income 

An investor’s level of income is a very important factor in the study of FRT as it determines the 

financial ability to withstand large swings in investments (Canner et al., 1994:183). Investors 

with relatively higher levels of income are usually assumed to be more RT than investors with 

lessor incomes (Cohn et al., 1975:610). Whether it is expected income or income earned though 

wages, salaries, and profits or accumulated over a period of time (wealth), income plays an 

important role in shaping how people consider FRs in their saving, spending and investment 

decisions. In explaining this relationship of income and FRT, Finke and Huston (2003:235); 

Grable (2000:626); Hallahan et al. (2004:58) stressed out that high income earners have more 

money to tolerate and endure more risks than low income earners. It is further believed that 

income provides various investors with the ability and affordability to invest in more 

sophisticated products such as futures thus increasing their FRT levels as opposed to low income 

earners who may only be exposed to less sophisticated products and thus less risky financial 

products (Finke and Huston, 2003:236). Perceived and expected income also plays an important 

role in determining an individual’s level of FRT as people are likely to assume more risk when 

expecting some sort of income in the future compared to when expecting lessor income or no 

income at all in the future (Hallahan et al., 2004:58). Over the years, international researchers 

such as Cicchetti and Dubin (1994); Cohn et al. (1975); Cooper et al. (2014); Dohmen et al. 

(2011); Friedman (1974); Grable and Lytton (1999b); Hallahan et al. (2004); Riley and Chow 

(1992); Sulaiman (2012); Yao et al. (2011) have found a positive pattern between the income of 

investors and their FRT levels. South African researchers such as Strydom and Metherell (2012) 

have also found a positive relation between an individual’s income and their level of FRT. 

Finding no relation and/or a negative relationship between income and FRT has proven hard to 

come by, however Gumede (2009) and Strydom et al. (2009) have reached such conclusions.  

Over and above, unlike other demographic factors, income is a more realistic factor in the FRT 

study. The amounts of money people receive, spend, expect to receive or expect to spend will 

definitely shape risk tolerance attitudes, however, the issue is not clear cut (Cooper et al., 

2014:275). On the one hand, wealthy investors have the ability to easily afford losses that may 

arise from risky investments while their accumulated wealth may even be a reflection of their 

preferred level of risk (Hallahan et al., 2004:58). Alternatively, wealthy investors may also tend 
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to be more conservative with their hard earned money while poorer investors may view risky 

investments as a way of making money and thus become more willing to assume the risks 

associated with such outcomes (Hallahan et al., 2004:58). Similarly, Bowman (1982) argued that 

troubled firms prefer and seek risk than untroubled firms in order to generate more returns and 

turn around their situations. As such, it is important to determine the extent to which the sample 

in this study may or may not be affected by income when determining their risk tolerance 

patterns.  

Using both data obtained from a random sample of 1 015 participants and a comprehensive 

research review, Blum (1976:88) conducted a detailed analysis of different risk-taking 

behaviours and was able to concluded that individuals with annual incomes of 50 000 dollars or 

more were willing to tolerate more FRs than individuals with lessor incomes. As already been 

mentioned, this pattern has since been observed more frequently over the years making increased 

levels of income more commonly accepted as a driver of FRT levels. Using a 100 item 

questionnaire, Cohn et al. (1975:613) gathered data from 972 randomly selected participants. 

With a combination of a BLRM, Chi-Square analysis and a multiple discriminant analysis, Cohn 

et al. (1975:615) found that the relative investor risk tolerance increased as income and wealth 

increased. Friedman (1974:211) used econometric modelling techniques to analyse aggregate 

U.S.A employer provided insurance premiums and coverage ratio data to report similar findings. 

As such, he concluded that people who received higher salaries displayed a relatively higher 

degree of FRT compared to those with lessor salaries (Friedman 1974:213). Schooley and 

Worden (1996:96) also arrived at the same conclusion based on a multivariate regression 

analysis of multiple imputed data from the 1989 SCF. Shaw (1996:633) also used a BLRM 

technique to analyse data from the 1983 SCF before concluding that income/wage growth was 

positively correlated with FRT.  

More recently, Christiansen et al. (2009:8) utilised a bivariate probit model in estimating the 

extent to which demographic variables affected FRT. It was concluded by Christiansen et al. 

(2009:22) that individuals who had greater income/wealth were more likely to invest in the risky 

investment options compared to those with lessor income/wealth levels. Ryack (2011:185) also 

collected data from a sample of college freshmen and their parents to determine the effect of 

demographic factors (including income) on the level of FRT. Using the Grable and Lytton 
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(1999a) thirteen-item questionnnaire, data was analysed to determine the effect various 

demographics had on FRT. For college freshmen, income was found to be significantly 

correlated to FRT at the one percent level of significance (Ryack, 2011:187). Contrastingly, 

when analysing data collected from parents, it was found that income had a weak positive 

correlation with FRT. To assess the dependence of FRT levels on demographic factors of 

investors, Sulaiman (2012) conducted a study were one of the tested hypothesis was “High 

income earners are more FR tolerant than lower income earners’. Collecting data from a survey 

of employees at two Indian universities, Sulaiman (2012:111) gathered responses from a total of 

300 participants. The results of the study supported the null hypothesis (Sulaiman, 2012:111), 

and there was a significant positive correlation between FRT and annual incomes of individual 

investors with a Karl Pearson’s Coefficient of Correlation: r = 0.9924 (Sulaiman, 2012:113). In 

testing the significance of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the two variables, the p-

value was less than 0.05 suggesting that the null hypothesis can be rejected. As such, it was 

concluded that there is significant positive correlations between the income of participants and 

their FRT levels (Sulaiman, 2012:113). 

Although income has been proven to positively influence FRT levels, this effect has not always 

been conclusive. Samuelson (1969:241) used a Bernoulli type utility model when analysing the 

existence of relationships between FRT and affluence, and FRT and income. After a number of 

comprehensive analyses, Samuelson (1969:244) arrived at the conclusion that higher salaries 

were not predictive of greater FR taking or tolerances. He also added that it was inconclusive 

whether more wealth was associated with higher FRT levels (Samuelson, 1969:244). Based on a 

sample of 17 056 observations, Blume and Friend (1975:600) also concluded that risk tolerance 

remained relatively constant as wealth and income increased. Furthermore, Schoemaker 

(1980:25), used experimental methods, and he was also unable to find any relationship between 

income and FRT. Palsson (1996:780) used regression analysis to calculate the degree of risk 

aversion among households in order to investigate the extent to which risk varied with household 

characteristics. Based on an analysis of Swedish tax data, Palsson (1996:775) concluded that 

FRT did not systematically vary with changes in income.  

Just like international studies, South African based studies have also investigated the effect of 

income on an individual’s level of FRT. Strydom et al. (2009:6) administered a revised version 
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of the Hanna and Lindamood (2004) questionnaire to a sample of 84 participants at UKZN in 

Pietermaritzburg. Strydom et al. (2009:10) further used the Chi-Square Test, Spearman’s rho, 

Kruskal-Wallis test, Kendall’s tau statistic and the Mann-Whitney U test to analyse data and test 

its hypotheses. One of the hypotheses tested was that ‘Risk tolerance is correlated to income’ 

(Strydom et al., 2009:6). After the above mentioned analyses, both the Spearman’s rho and the 

Kendall’s tau tests indicated that there was no statistically significant correlation between an 

individual’s income and their level of FRT (Strydom et al., 2009:18). This non-significant 

correlation was attributed to a number of factors including that only 48 percent of the 84 

participants responded to the income questions and that the study required participants to 

estimate their household incomes (parents joint income) rather than their own personal income 

(Strydom et al., 2009:19). As such, income estimates were more likely to be incorrect thus 

leading to the recorded results. In another study, Strydom and Metherell (2012:8) used a BLRM 

to analyse data from 320 participants collected through a shopping mall survey. For the BLRM, 

an individual’s level of FRT was used as the dependent variable with income amongst others 

being the independent variables (Strydom & Metherell, 2012:8). With a mean RTS of 26.18, a 

minimum RTS of 14 and a maximum RTS of 45, 51.9 percent of the participants were below the 

recorded mean RTS (Strydom & Metherell, 2012:12). The results suggested that income was a 

highly significant factor affecting an individual’s level of FRT (Strydom & Metherell, 2012:14). 

With a p-value of 0.0063 and a positive coefficient, it was also concluded that individuals will 

tend to tolerate more FRs as they move into higher income brackets (Strydom & Metherell, 

2012:14). Similarly, Gumede (2009:38) also concluded that income had a positive effect on the 

level of FRT however this relationship was not statistically significant. 

Although highly documented as a significant factor affecting the level of FRT of individuals, 

contrasting conclusions also exist. The results of above mentioned studies suggest that caution be 

taken when developing hypotheses concerning income as a differentiating and classifying factor 

in determining levels of investor FRT. However, based on the empirical evidence offered, a 

hypothesis suggesting that income is positively associated with investor FRT seems appropriate. 

Due to the sample used in study consisting of students who do not have income and also likely to 

fall within the same income category, income has been omitted as a differentiating factor. This 

also makes sense since Gumede (2009) and Strydom et al. (2009) who used student’s samples 

found insignificant results, citing lack of variation in the income differences of students. 
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2.3.4 Financial risk tolerance and education 

Traditionally, the education of the investor is believed to positively influence FRT levels (Baker 

& Haslem, 1974:470). Researchers such as Chaulk et al. (2003); Gilliam et al. (2010); Hammond 

et al. (1967); Larkin et al. (2013); MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1986:26) supported this notion 

as they believed that formal attained academic training presents an opportunity for individuals to 

assess risk and benefits more accurately compared to individuals with less education. Education 

can be measured in terms of level, type of qualification and field of qualification. Each of these 

is discussed below to determine how they can potentially influence FRT levels. It is important to 

note that type of qualification and LOE are very closely linked and thus discussed as one 

variable. Type of qualification refers to the qualification one is studying towards, be it a 

certificate, diploma, degree or doctorate and equally implicates LOE. It has also been noted that 

there is very limited information and evidence on how field of qualification may influence FRT 

levels. 

The LOE of an investor refers the formal highest grade of schooling or year of college/university 

completed and is believed to positively influence an individual’s level of FRT (Baker & Haslem, 

1974:470). Baker and Haslem (1974:472) argued that those with less formal academic training 

find price stability more appealing and important; hence they are more likely to assume less FRs 

than those with higher levels of education. Similarly, the higher the qualification one holds, the 

more likely they are to tolerate more FRs than those with lower qualifications (Riley & Chow, 

1992:33). A number of researchers including, Barsky et al. (1997); Chaulk et al. (2003); Gilliam 

et al. (2010); Hammond et al. (1967); Larkin et al. (2013); Shaw (1996) have proven that FRT 

will increase as the level education of the investor increases and very few researchers have 

provided conflicting evidence. However, Potter (1971) argued that those with little or no 

education are more desirous of quick returns from risky trading activities and as such tend to 

assume more FRs than those with higher levels of education. Other contrasting findings where 

documented by Yao et al. (2005) who inferred that LOE had no significant effect on the level of 

FRT assumed by individuals. Blume (1978); Hallahan et al. (2004); McInish (1982) also 

recorded negative and insignificant relationships between LOE and FRT. The highly documented 

positive relationship between FRT and LOE has also been cited to be influenced by other factors 

such as income and wealth which are positively correlated to both FRT and LOE. Gumede 
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(2009:6) cited that an individual’s LOE has a direct contribution to their earnings power; 

typically individuals with higher LOE’s have more opportunities for higher employment status 

and ultimately higher income potential. As such, Grable and Joo (2004:74); Riley and Chow 

(1992:34); Sung and Hanna (1996:14) all cited that the positive relationship between LOE and 

FRT may be highly influenced by its correlation to income of which income has been 

extensively proven to increase FRT levels. 

Using a general regression model, Hammond et al. (1967:401) conducted a study where they 

investigated life insurance expenditure patterns by different households. Amongst other 

variables, the LOE of household heads was found to be significantly related to higher premium 

expenditures and therefore, households with higher levels of education tolerated relatively more 

risks than those with lower levels of education (Hammond et al., 1967:402). Using data from the 

1983 SCF to estimate a wage growth equation, Shaw (1996:640) indicated that individuals with 

higher levels of education are more likely to be risk takers, and that risk taking explained a 

portion of the returns to education. Haliassos and Bertaut (1995:1125) also found that those who 

had not attended college were significantly less likely to hold stocks (form of risky assets) 

compared to those with at least a college degree. After conducting a Tobit analysis using data 

from the 1989 SCF, Zhong and Xiao (1995:112) reported that increased ownership of stocks 

increased with LOE.  

In their study, Grable and Joo (2004:74) aimed to improve how people understood the 

determinants of FRT by testing the effects of socioeconomic, demographic and psychosocial 

factors on FRT levels. A sample of 460 responses was drawn from college staff at two different 

universities before using FRT as the dependent variable when analysing the data (Grable & Joo, 

2004:75). Along with other independent variables, education was measured as a dummy variable 

were a value of one was assigned for participants who were college graduates and a value of zero 

was assigned to participants with less than a college qualification (Grable & Joo, 2004:77). 

Using the OLS multiple regression method, Grable and Joo (2004:78) found a positive 

significant relationship between FRT and the LOE of investors. In another study, Bellante and 

Green (2004) also investigated the effect of LOE on subjective FRT. In their study Bellante and 

Green (2004:277) concluded that individuals with a college degree displayed higher tolerance for 

FRs than those with only a high school qualification. In turn, those who did not graduate from 
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high school also showed lower FRT levels when compared to those with just a high school 

qualification (Bellante & Green, 2004:277). The Bellante and Green (2004) and the Grable and 

Joo (2004) studies provided further evidence and support for the notion that highly educated 

individuals tolerate more FRs than those who are less educated. 

In their study, Chang et al. (2004:56) used data from the 2001 SCF designed to provide detailed 

information on the U.S.A families’ balance sheets, their pensions, their use of financial services, 

their labour force participation and their demographic factors. With both objective and subjective 

FRT being the dependent variables, SFRT was based on questions asking about the amount of 

risk people were willing to assume when making investment and saving decisions (Chang et al., 

2004:57). The independent variables included race, age, education, marital status, net worth and 

employment status (Chang et al., 2004:57). Using Chi-square analysis to explore the relationship 

between SFRT and demographic factors, Chang et al. (2004:62) concluded that as the LOE 

education of households increased, their FRT level also increased. Furthermore, using the OLS 

regression to examine the influence independent variables had on the SFRT, Chang et al. 

(2004:62) concluded that education significantly predicted SFRT levels. In particular, those with 

only a high school education or less were the most likely to tolerate no risks at all compared to 

those with more than a high school qualification (Chang et al., 2004:62).  

Using a convenience sample of staff from the Southwestern public University, Gilliam et al. 

(2010:33) collected data using a web-based survey tool to determine the effect of various 

demographic factors on SFRT. With educational attainment divided into high school or lower, 

college degree (reference group), associate degree and postgraduate degree, the Chi-square 

results for LOE were significant (Gilliam et al., 2010:35). Compared to the reference group, 

those who had relatively less educational attainment displayed lower tolerance levels for FRs 

whilst those who had postgraduate degrees displayed significantly higher FRT levels (Gilliam et 

al., 2010:35). Sulaiman (2012:111) collected data from a survey of employees at two Indian 

universities while selecting a total of 300 participants for the study. Amongst other hypotheses, 

Sulaiman (2012:111) attempted to test if ‘greater levels of attained educational qualifications 

were associated with increased FRT levels’. Upon conducting a number of analyses using 

statistical tools such as Correlation analysis and Chi-square test, Sulaiman (2012:113) found that 

the calculated value of    (16.93) was more than the tabulated value (9.49) and as such the LOE 
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of individuals was associated to FRT levels. In actual fact, higher levels of formal education 

were said to increase an individual’s ability to evaluate and understand risk hence translating to 

higher tolerance levels (Sulaiman, 2012:114).  

Solely dependent on a quantitative method of analysis, Heenkenda (2015:7) collected data from 

1100 households to test a number of hypotheses including the effect of LOE on FRT in three 

residential sectors (rural, urban and estate). Using both descriptive statistics and an ANOVA test 

to compare FRT levels of the different settlement types, Heenkenda (2015:9) reached interesting 

conclusions. The results indicated that LOE had no significant effect on the level of FRT for 

participants in the urban sector (Gilliam et al., 2010:32). For those in the rural sector, education 

was found to be statistically significant at the 10 percent level of significance indicating that 

educated people will tend to tolerate more FRs compared to people in other categories of 

education status (Gilliam et al., 2010:32). When considering the education factor in the estate 

sector, the estimated coefficient of education was positive and significant at the one percent level 

of significance (Gilliam et al., 2010:32). This again meant that educated people in the estate 

sector tolerated more FRs compared to people in other categories of education status in the estate 

sector (Gilliam et al., 2010:32). 

As already mentioned, very little international evidence exists where less educated individuals 

are more tolerant of FRs than educated individuals. However, in his study, Potter (1971) 

admitted that those with little education were desirous of quick profits from risky trading thus 

making them more tolerant of FRs than those with relatively more education. Masters (1989:154) 

also concluded that general education level was not always a factor influencing investment 

decisions, however in general, investors with higher education levels tended to invest in high risk 

investments. Using results from a large random national survey of New York Stock Exchange 

(NYSE) investors, Blume (1978:124), found that educated investors were slightly less willing 

than others to take substantial FRs, but at the same time, they reported a less than average 

propensity for reducing FRs to the barest minimum, preferring some intermediate trade-off 

between risk and expected return.  

The effect of education on FRT has also been investigated by a few South African researchers 

including Gumede (2009); Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015); Strydom et al. (2009); Strydom 
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and Metherell (2012). In a study by Strydom et al. (2009:16), the sample was made up of 

exclusively final year Accounting and Finance students (Strydom et al., 2009:16). As such all 

participants had exactly the same LOE and therefore differences in FRT could not be explained 

by difference in the LOE. Gumede (2009) who used a University student’s questionnaire to 

collect data at UKZN found no significant relationship between FRT level and the education of 

participants (Gumede, 2009:27). This was mainly attributed to that the sample which consisted 

of university students and did not provide enough differences in the LOE of participants 

(Gumede, 2009:28). Using a random stratified sampling technique, Strydom and Metherell 

(2012:9) employed a shopping mall survey to collect data from 320 participants to be used in 

their FRT study. According to Strydom and Metherell (2012:15), the regression results indicated 

that LOE had no significant effect on FRT levels. To be more precise, education had three 

categories in Matric or less, three year undergraduate degree or less and postgraduate degree 

(Strydom and Metherell, 2012:15). With p-values of 0.317, 0.262 and 0.731 for the above 

mentioned education categories respectively, the results indicated that LOE had no significant 

effect on SFRT (Strydom and Metherell, 2012:15).This result was deemed surprising given 

extensive international evidence that LOE and FRT are significantly positively related (Strydom 

& Metherell, 2012:15). However, when analysed separately, the results indicated that the first 

category (Matric or less) and third category (Postgraduate degree) were significant at the ten 

percent level (Strydom and Metherell, 2012:16). This meant that a participant with a 

postgraduate degree qualification was more RT than a participant with a matric or less.  

With data collected from 330 participants, Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015:184) found that the 

LOE had a positive coefficient, suggesting that the probability of being RT would increase with 

LOE. However, a low z-statistic of 0.61859 (with a p-value = 0.5362), implied that LOE was not 

a significant predictor of FRT (Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi, 2015:184). Although extensive 

literature suggests that a positive relationship between the level of attained education and FRT is 

reasonable, there is however the possibility that education is merely a proxy for income and that 

effects may be income linked rather than educational. Hence, as with the implications derived 

from research concerning other demographics, this relationship is not definite and additional 

research is warranted. 
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2.3.5 Financial risk tolerance and population group/race 

It is believed that an individual’s race, ethnicity or population group is potentially an important 

determinant of SFRT levels (Yao et al., 2005:58). However, the evidence as to which race group 

is the most RT is conflicting. Zhong and Xiao (1995:109) indicated that differences in 

preferences, tastes and cultural values tend to have significant influence on the level of FRT of 

different population groups. It is usually generalised that due to availability of resources, 

knowledge and historical trends, Whites as compared to other population groups tend to tolerate 

more FRs measured both objectively and subjectively (Grable, 2000:627). This means that 

Whites tend to hold portfolios and assets that are riskier while when asked hypothetical financial 

risk questions, they also indicate that they are willing to assume more risks compared to non-

White individuals (Grable, 2000:627). 

In evaluating the allocations made to investment portfolios by different households, Plath and 

Stevenson (2000:348); Sung and Hanna (1996:13) together with Zhong and Xiao (1995:110),  

indicated that, keeping other things unchanged, White households tend to exhibit higher 

allocations to risky assets compared to non-White households. Other researchers who were also 

convinced that Whites displayed higher levels of SFRT than other population groups include 

Bajtelsmit et al. (1999:4); Bellante and Green (2004:279); Yao et al. (2005:55). On the other 

hand, Barsky et al. (1997:550); Halek and Eisenhauer (2001:13); Schooley and Worden 

(1996:93) documented results which indicated that Blacks and Hispanics tended to tolerate more 

FRs than any other population groups including Whites. Riley and Chow (1992:34) 

acknowledged that there were small differences in the levels of FRT among four categories 

(White, Black, Asian and Native American). Accordingly, Riley and Chow (1992:34) discovered 

that on average, Whites, Blacks, Asians and Native Americans indicated that they would hold 4.6 

percent, 2.3 percent, 4.5 percent and 2.4 percent respectively as their proportion of risky assets. 

Among other hypotheses, Strydom et al. (2009:6) used a sample of 84 participants to test if there 

were any differences in risk tolerances across race. With the sample consisting of twenty-eight 

Blacks, thirty Indians, twenty-three Whites and five Coloureds, Strydom et al. (2009:17) 

concluded that there was a significant difference in risk tolerance levels of the different racial 

groups. Using cross tabulation, Strydom et al. (2009:16) found evidence that black participants 
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were evenly spread either side of the median. White participants however predominantly fell 

below the median while more than fifty percent of Indian participants fell above the median. As 

such, these results suggested that Whites were significantly less RT than both Indians and Blacks 

(Strydom et al., 2009:17). On the other hand, Gumede (2009:34) found that Whites were more 

RT than Blacks, Indians and Coloureds. When testing the relationship between race and FRT, 

Strydom and Metherell (2012:9) found that Coloureds, Blacks, Indians and Whites produced 

Wald statistics of 0.050, 2.740, 1.200 and 0.362 respectively. This meant that all the racial 

groups were insignificant. However Strydom and Metherell (2012:9) used the racial group 

Whites as a reference group and was able to conclude that Indians were significant at the ten 

percent level of significance with a negative coefficient indicating lower risk tolerance by 

Indians compared to Whites. Due to the sensitivity of this demographic factor, it has been 

omitted from analyses made in this study. It was also noted that the area from which data was 

collected is predominantly a Black area and therefore there were no any significant variations in 

terms of racial groups of participants in the sample thus backing up the decision to drop this 

demographic factor. 

2.3.6 Summary of financial risk tolerance and demographic factors 

There is still a persistent belief among investment managers and researchers that men tolerate 

more risks than women, that younger individuals are more RT than older individuals, low 

income earning individuals are less RT than high income earners, non-Whites tend to be less RT 

than Whites, greater LOE is associated with increased risk tolerance and that financial literacy 

increases capacity to tolerate more FRs. Table 2.1 provides a summary of the assumed 

relationships between FRT and demographic factors. As shown above, there is evidence 

supporting these relationships and also against these relationships and therefore this research also 

tries to determine the extent to which the demographic factors of the studied population affect 

FRT levels. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of demographic factors and levels of financial risk tolerance 

Characteristics Low Risk Tolerance High Risk Tolerance 

Gender Female Male 

Age Older Younger 

Income Low High 

LOE Less High 

FOS Non-financial Financial 

Race Non-white Whites 

Source: Own construct 

It is important to also note that the above mentioned demographic factors have not undergone 

enough rigorous testing. In actual fact, there is a general consensus among researchers such as 

Blum (1976); Okun (1976) that studies conducted prior to the mid-1970s tend to have 

methodological problems which make the validity and reliability of past findings and 

conclusions doubtful. Specific problems included samples drawn from extremes of the 

population, lack of multidimensional risk-tolerance measures, scarcity of data on the scales and 

indices used and researchers failing to distinguish between and among demographic variables. 

As suggested, many of the characteristics used to classify individuals into investor risk tolerance 

categories may be little more than myths.  

2.4 IMPLICATIONS AND IMPACTS OF FINANCIAL RISK TOLERANCE 

An investor’s level of FRT is a very important and crucial component of individual choices 

relating to human capital investment, wealth accumulation, portfolio allocation, retirement and 

policy decisions as well as insurance related decisions (Clemen, 2004:4). In a comprehensive 

study by Bajtelsmit and Bernasek (1996), the two authors found evidence that gender differences 

in investing, saving and risk taking tend to increase/decrease the confidence of individuals’ 

investment choices for retirement funds. This makes it such that certain gender groups, usually 

females may be at risk of not having adequate retirement income should they be extremely RA. 

Although it is not very evident as to which extent academic research in finance is used by 

financial planners offering various portfolio advice in both short term and long term investors, it 
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has been found that academic research in this field has had a remarkable impact on a number of 

aspects of the financial services industry, from securities pricing to mutual fund management and 

corporate risk management (Roszkowski et al., 2005:69).  

It is also crucial to comprehend that an individual’s FRT level may affect their own lifestyles and 

financial behaviour including those of others around (Grable, 1997:21). Amongst other things, 

understanding how people think and feel with regards to FR may be helpful to financial advisors 

and planners when performing their primary duties and delivering best value and satisfaction to 

their clients (Roszkowski et al., 2005:70). Jianakoplos and Bernasek (2006:985) also 

acknowledged that individuals who are more RT tend to be financially satisfied than those who 

are less RT. Furthermore, when not satisfied with their finances, individuals may end up leading 

stressful and frustrating lives; hence the ability to be satisfied with your finances can contribute 

to a reduction in such feelings (Jianakoplos & Bernasek, 2006:985). It is thus important to keep 

expanding upon this concept of risk and continuing to understand how risk can affect all aspects 

of one’s life. Most importantly, FRT has to be measured to enable financial institutions to 

develop markets and sell the appropriate financial products to a suitable group of individuals 

based on their FRT levels (Coetzee & de Beer, 2014:23). Furthermore, FRT has to be measured 

purely because it is an important aspect of utility for any investment decision and maximising the 

expected utility is considered to be the ultimate goal in any financial activity. FRT is one factor 

which has the ability to determine the appropriate composition of assets in a portfolio which is 

optimal in terms of risk and return relative to the needs of the individual investor. FRT is also 

important in household portfolio decisions and the growth of household wealth because investors 

who tolerate higher risks tend to obtain higher returns over the long run. Households with very 

low risk tolerance levels are unlikely to invest in stocks and thus may have greater difficulty in 

achieving an adequate retirement and reaching other personal financial goals. 

2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

FRT is a multidimensional concept with the ability to arouse debates, contestations and 

discussions regarding its relevance to the financial industry, the academic industry and the 

society at large. Various descriptions have been used to elaborate on what FRT is. More than 

often, FRT has been referred to as an individual’s willingness and ability to assume FR, an 
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individual’s attitude towards risk, opinions towards risk and the capacity to tolerate uncertainties 

embedded in investment and other personal finance decisions. Over and above, researches did 

acknowledge that FRT has to do with the level of comfort when making risky financial 

decisions. Above all, FRT is individual and dynamic in that what is deemed risky by one 

individual may be viewed as containing no risk by another individual. FRT is also not static as it 

changes over time as demographic factors of individuals change. FRT can thus be defined as the 

degree of uncertainty in personal financial investments and savings that an individual personally 

feels comfortable to accept when risking his or her money. In other words, FRT is about an 

individual’s capacity to tolerate FR that can be defined by his/her attitudes, opinions, 

willingness, needs, ability, knowledge and comfort to assume such risks. Earlier discoveries in 

the study of FRT included the concept of probabilities which was used in the early years to 

determine marine insurance premiums, life expectancies and also used for gambling. 

There are seven components and behavioural aspects that drive an individual’s level of FRT. 

These are summarised as the willingness to take risk, the ability to take risk, the need to take 

risk, knowledge, regret, investment choice and comfort. Of all these seven factors, only the 

ability to take risk speaks to the financial aspect of an investor’s FRT. While willingness, 

knowledge, regret and comfort are all psychological components, the need to take risk and 

investment choice are the only two factors caught in between being financial and being 

psychological. This proves that as much as FRT sounds like a financial problem, it is as much a 

psychological concept. Besides these components, FRT has two dimensions (SFRT and OFRT) 

which speak to the way it can be measured. Through SFRT, an individuals’ FRT status is 

measured by assessing their self-perceived risk tolerance level. OFRT on the other hand looks at 

an individual’s revealed behaviour through actual past asset allocations. Whether using OFRT or 

SFRT, financial advisors and academics are ultimately looking into FRT levels in order to 

classify individuals into various risk tolerance categories. These categories are used to classify 

investors as either RT or RA. RT investors will primarily dominate the aggressive and 

moderately aggressive FRT categories while RA investors dominate the conservative and 

moderately conservative categories. The moderate FRT category is dominated by the middle of 

the class investors who strike a balance between being RT and being RA.  
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An important part of this chapter was discussing the effect of demographics factors on FRT 

levels. This was very important as it is ultimately what this study attempts to do, determining the 

effect of various demographic factors on FRT levels. Demographic factors reviewed include age, 

gender, income, education and population group. Table 2.1 provides a summary of the perceived 

relationships between these demographic factors and FRT. However, through the discussion, it 

was proven that there is evidence for and against these relationships. Lastly, the implications of a 

recorded FRT level were discussed making reference to what this means for financial advisors 

and for portfolio formation. One important aspect drawn from this discussion was that FRT has 

to be measured purely because it is an important aspect of utility for any investment decision and 

maximising the expected utility is the ultimate goal of any individual.  

The measurement of FRT contributes to human development and financial development by 

addressing various issues such as the need to invest, comfort and regret avoidance and the returns 

that people can get from optimising their portfolios according to their tolerance levels. Overall, 

this chapter provided a conceptual overview of FRT and the various demographic factors 

affecting FRT including the empirical studies that tested the discussed concepts and theories. In 

more detail, this chapter also briefly reviewed the history of investor FRT while also detailing 

previous research which was designed to measure relationships between and among FRT and 

gender, age, income, education and race. This review suggested that while these demographics 

are widely considered to be effective in differentiating FRT levels, there is reason to doubt the 

efficacy of these demographics as discriminating factors hence additional multivariate analysis is 

warranted. The remainder of this study details the methodology, results, findings, conclusions 

and recommendations involved in examining the hypotheses detailed in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, preceding literature on SFRT and the influence of demographic factors 

were reviewed including a review of empirical studies on the various demographic factors. 

Chapter two also cited the importance of assessing an investor’s level of FRT for a better 

understanding of their personal finance matters and informed investment decisions. The 

reviewed literature provided evidence that although FRT has been largely documented; 

inconsistencies in results still exist due to a number of factors including variations in samples.  

As such, it is important to conduct a study that will assist people (especially the youth) in 

enhancing their personal finance related matters while also simplifying the jobs of financial 

managers and advisors. This Section provides a systematic and theoretical analysis of the 

methods applied in the study, providing insight in terms the sample, sampling technique, data 

collection method and the survey technique and instrument. 

3.2 POPULATION AND SAMPLING 

3.3.1 Population 

A population is defined by Latham (2007:2) as the collective total number of people or cases 

forming the subject of a study, from which the sample is drawn and on whom the conclusions of 

the study are based. The population tends to be large, making it almost impossible for one to 

study the entire population, hence samples are generated (Latham, 2007:3). Alreck and Settle 

(1995:54) further indicated that the very first step in designing a sample is to define the 

population. For the purpose of this study, the population is defined as all the students (males and 

females) registered at the selected South African universities for any of the selected 

qualifications and for the academic year 2016. As already mentioned, a sample is a subset of the 

entire population on which statistical tests are conducted before drawing conclusions about the 

entire population (Latham, 2007:3). A sample is selected from the entire population and should 

be even and un-bias for appropriate conclusions to be drawn about the population (Walliman, 

2005:276). Since research by means of a survey is heavily dependent on the sampling process 

and the asking of questions using questionnaires, interviews or observations, the issue of 
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representativity of the sample relative to the population is a very important factor (Walliman, 

2005:275). A total of 500 participants were sought as the sample of this study, however 420 

responses were received. The representativity and randomness of the sample is also largely 

determined by validity of the methods used to randomise the selection (probability methods or 

non-probability methods) discussed in the section below.  

3.3.2 Sampling technique 

In reality, it is not feasible in terms of energy, time, labour, equipment, or money to quantify 

every element of the population being studied (Latham, 2007:1). As such an appropriate 

sampling strategy has to be adopted to obtain a representative and statistically valid sample from 

the population. As stated by Walliman (2005:275), using subjective questionnaires in a research 

requires a clear description of the sampling technique and sampling process in terms of how the 

sample was constructed, methods of sampling and representativity of the sample to avoid 

problems such as uneven samples and sample bias. Sampling methods are classified as either 

probability or nonprobability (Leedy, 1989:153). In probability sampling, each member of the 

population has a known non-zero probability of being selected into the sample. Probability 

methods include random sampling, systematic sampling, and stratified sampling (Leedy, 

1989:153). In nonprobability sampling, members are selected from the population in a non-

random manner and these include convenience sampling, judgment sampling, quota sampling, 

and snowball sampling (Leedy, 1989:153). This study used probability sampling. The major 

advantage of probability sampling is that the sampling error of the study can be calculated 

however, in nonprobability sampling, the degree to which the sample differs from the population 

remains unknown (Leedy, 1989:153).  

Specifically, this study employed a stratified random sampling technique which is a probability 

sampling method (Grable, 1997:75). With stratified sampling, the researcher divides the 

population into separate groups before a probability sample is drawn from each of the groups 

(Neyman, 1934:559). In this regard, the population was divided into different groups based on 

the different FOS’s before applying random sampling to each of the identified groups. Stratified 

sampling has several advantages including the ability to reduce the sample size required to 

achieve a given accuracy and the ability increase accuracy with the same sample size (Metherell, 
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2011:87). Other advantages of stratified sampling are its ability to be used with random or 

systematic sampling, its ability to generate results which are more representative of the whole 

population and the fact that it is very flexible and applicable to many geographical enquiries and 

correlations and that comparison can be made on a fairer basis between sub-sets (Neyman, 

1934:560). Stratified sampling is not without its disadvantages which include the difficulty to 

stratify questionnaire data collection, the fact that the proportions of the sub-sets have to be 

known and accurate if it is to work properly and that the construction of different groups may not 

be an easy task as common demographic variables have to be identified (Hanna & Chen, 

1997:19; Metherell, 2011:87; Neyman, 1934:560). 

3.3 SURVEY TECHNIQUE 

As already been discussed, FRT can either be measured subjectively or objectively with the key 

determinant of these two measures being the framework each uses to measure tolerance for risk. 

Objectives measures favour the assessment of actual behaviour and asset allocations while 

subjective measures focus on opinions and attitudes formed towards risk (Hanna & Chen, 

1997:17). While economists favour the assessment of FRT using actual behaviour, psychologists 

have opted for the assessment of FRT by analysing individual attitudes (MacCrimmon & 

Wehrung, 1985:2). The objective approach to FRT has been slammed for various reasons 

including problems that may exist with regards to age and asset allocation as older individuals 

are more likely to have more investments than younger individuals who may not have any 

investments at all (Subedar et al., 2006:6). This creates a problem of age discrimination when 

objectively measuring FRT. Actual allocations may also not be a true reflection of an 

individual’s tolerance as advice from investment and portfolio managers may shape these 

allocations. Lastly, it is not always simple to obtain the required objective data when conducting 

finance related researches as individuals may be reluctant to share such confidential information. 

The subjective approach to FRT (as used in this study) has the ability to combine certain aspects 

of both objective and subjective measures and hence it is the most widely used method (Subedar 

et al., 2006:6). The use of subjective measures is advantageous as it allows for a number of 

questions to be asked in order to acquire required data. Participants also have the ability to 

participate anonymously thus increasing the possibility of accurate data. Subjective measures of 
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FRT are not without their shortcomings. Jahedi and Mendez (2013:2) indicated that subjective 

measures tend to suffer from a number of systematic biases related to psychological factors and 

macroeconomic fluctuations. Subjective measures may also be difficult to aggregate and 

interpret as they are usually expressed in ordinal scales. With one using subjective measures to 

assess FRT, it is then important that the most appropriate form of subjective measurement is 

selected. This means choosing between a various methods including interviews, surveys and 

questionnaires. The next section thus discusses the survey instrument used. 

3.4 SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

As mentioned previously, complementing the use of SFRT measurement are questionnaires, 

surveys and interviews. In their study, Lyons et al. (2008:69) stated that using interviews is not 

always suitable as it often introduces interviewer bias problems into the study, as such; interview 

responses are not always accurate. Questionnaires and surveys on the other hand may be more 

appropriate and have been used extensively in the study of FRT. Popularly; researchers such as 

Bellante and Green (2004); Chang et al. (2004); Gilliam et al. (2010); Strydom and Metherell 

(2012); Strydom et al. (2009); Sulaiman (2015) have adopted either the Hanna and Lindamood 

(2004:37) questionnaire or the Grable and Lytton (1999a:172) questionnaire. The Hanna and 

Lindamood (2004:37) questionnaire involves the modelling of hypothetical pension/income 

based scenarios and requires the participants to make decisions based on a fifty percent chance 

that, as the sole income earner in a family, their income would be doubled or a fifty percent 

chance that there would be a certain percentage loss (Hanna & Lindamood, 2004:29). This 

questionnaire was evidently utilised in a South African study by Strydom et al. (2009). The 

Hanna and Lindamood (2004) questionnaire is not without its limitations as a certain level of 

financial knowledge is needed to answer some if not all the questions and it does not account for 

the different dimensions of FRT but only IR. The Grable and Lytton (1999a:172) questionnaire 

on the other hand uses a 13 questions index to test tolerance levels. Each option in this multiple 

choice poised questionnaire is assigned a relative value based on its riskiness with a high score 

indicating high risk (Grable & Lytton, 1999a:177). This questionnaire is praised for its ability to 

somehow combine different dimensions of FRT measurement (Grable & Lytton, 1999a:177). 

Apart from being user-friendly the Grable and Lytton (1999a) questionnaire was also carefully 

tested for both reliability and validity making it more trustworthy to use as a data collection tool. 
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In general, questionnaires are usually praised for being practical, being able to collect as much 

data as possible from a larger group of people at a low cost and in a short period of time 

(Subedar et al., 2006:7). Another advantage of questionnaires is that they can limit response bias 

as they allow a large number of participants to take part in the process (Grable & Lytton, 

1999a:166). Questionnaires are however disadvantageous in that some participants may fail to 

understand the questions and they may lack validity as one cannot be able to tell the level of 

honesty in responses. For this study, the Hanna and Lindamood (2004:37) questionnaire together 

with the Grable and Lytton (1999a:172) questionnaire where reviewed to develop a more 

comprehensive instrument suitable for the population being studied. The developed 

questionnaire eliminated a major problem of understand-ability for individuals with limited 

financial knowledge. The developed questionnaire was also simplified in terms of both language 

and length of questions to ensure accuracy and validity of collected data. As seen in Appendix A, 

the questionnaire consisted of two major sections with the first section capturing the 

demographic composition of participants including questions on FOS, gender, age, LOE, type of 

qualification and levels of income. The second section aimed at capturing the level of FRT of 

participants and was divided into subsections measuring PR taking, IVR taking, IR taking and 

SR taking. In total, the administered questionnaire was three pages long with a total of 38 

questions (see Appendix A). Most of these questions were asked in the form of multiple choices 

where a question was asked and a number of options presented for the participants to choose the 

most relevant option to them. Some of these were posed in ordinal form were a statement was 

made and participants were required to indicted the degree to which they agree or disagree to the 

statement. It is believed that the questionnaire used in this study accounts for the aforementioned 

issues as it measures FRT with respect to four different dimensions (IR, SR, IVR and PR) and 

not all the questions are difficult to answer. 

3.5 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Apart from the descriptive analysis, this study employed a BLRM model which has a dependent 

variable of a dichotomous nature and a number of independent variables each with its own 

hypothesis. For each individual participant, a RTS was calculated and compared to the average 

score in order to classify participants as either RA or RT. Grable and Lytton (1999a) indicated 
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and proved beyond doubt that it is safe to assume that those with a RTS below the average score 

are RA while those with a RTS above the average score are RT.  

3.5.1 Risk tolerance scores 

A RTS refers to an absolute value generated from conducting a questionnaire where each option 

in a question is assigned a relative value based on its riskiness (Gilliam et al., 2010:31). A higher 

RTS usually indicate higher tolerance for risk while a lower score indicate lower tolerance for 

risk (Faff et al., 2008:4). In a study by Faff et al. (2008:4), a questionnaire with 25 questions was 

administered to participants and generated RTSs of between one to one hundred with a lower 

score indicating RA individuals and a higher score indicating RT investors. The study had a 

mean score of sixty-five with thirty-eight and eighty-nine being the minimum and maximum 

scores respectively (Faff et al., 2008:15). In their study, Gibson et al. (2013:28) observed a mean 

RTS of 56.18. Similarly, Strydom and Metherell (2012:12) observed an average RTS of 26.18 

with a standard deviation of 5.804, while the maximum and minimum scores were 45 and 14 

respectively. This shows that this method of analysis has been trusted by both local and 

international researchers in the FRT study. In attempts to classifying individuals under different 

risk tolerance categories, Anbar and Eker (2010:508); Grable and Lytton (1999b:4) indicated that 

individuals with a FRT score below the observed average score are classified as RA, while those 

with a score above the observed mean score are categorised as RT individuals. It is however 

noticeable that both the Anbar and Eker (2010:508);  Grable and Lytton (1999b:4) studies used 

the 13 items Grable and Lytton (1999a) questionnaire which only has 13 questions, each with a 

maximum of four options and a minimum of two options. Although a different questionnaire 

with more questions and different options in each question has been used, this method will still 

be adopted. 

3.5.2 Descriptive statistics of risk tolerance  

Another factor supporting the use of a BLRM is the dependent variable, and as such, it is 

important that it is thoroughly defined in the study. The dependent variable of this study is of a 

dichotomous nature with two possibilities. The possibility of being RT coded as 1 and the 

possibility of being RA coded as 0. The dependent variable is thus a categorical variable which 

indicates the presence or the absence of an attribute (Gujarati, 1988:432). Since the questionnaire 
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used allows for numeric scores to be assigned to each of the options and a RTS determined for 

each participant, it was thus simple to determine the minimum, maximum and average RTSs of 

the sample.    

Table 3.1: Risk tolerance score sample statistics 

N   Valid 470 

Missing 0 

Mean 43.0511 

Std. deviation 6.62984 

Max 64 

Min 28 

Source: Own construct  

There were 470 RTSs obtained, the minimum score was 28, the maximum was 64 and the 

average score was 43.05 with a standard deviation of 6.63. In similar fashion to Anbar and Eker 

(2010:508); Grable and Lytton (1999b:4), participants who scored below 43.05 were categorised 

as RA and those that scored above 43.05 were categorised as RT. In total, of the 470 participants, 

52 percent were RA and the remaining 48 percent were RT as per the risk tolerance scoring 

method adopted. This meant that a total of 243 participants had a RTS below 43.05 while as 

much as 227 participants had a RTS greater than 43.05. Quite obvious was the need of BLRM to 

estimate this categorical dependent variable. As mentioned before, there are a number of 

demographic factors which are believed to influence an individual’s level of FRT and these 

ought to be examined. These demographic factors are thus the independent variables observed in 

this study and are discussed below. 

Table 3.2: Risk tolerance categorisation sample statistics 

  Frequency  Percent 

Below Average Risk Tolerant 243 52% 

Above Average Risk Tolerant 227 48% 

Total 470 100% 

Source: Own construct  
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3.5.3 Description of the determinants of risk tolerance 

An independent variable is one that can stand on its own without being affected by other 

variables. Independent variables can either take a numeric or a categorical form and are used to 

determine factors that make the dependent variable change. According to Gujarati (1988:431) the 

inclusion of independent variables makes the BLRM an extremely flexible method of analyses 

capable of handling various problems that may arise in empirical studies. Shown in Table 3.3, all 

the independent variables used in this study are categorical. Table 3.3 also shows the frequencies 

of each of the categories for the various independent variables. The first observed independent 

variable is age. Age is traditionally thought of as a numeric variable. However, this independent 

variable has been made categorical with four categories mainly due to the lack of variation in the 

ages of the participants. The least frequent category appearing 100 times was the category 

representing people who are 25 years and older. The 19 years to 21 years category was the most 

frequent one with 133 appearances. Furthermore, there were 131 participants between the ages of 

22 years and 24 years while there were only 106 participants aged 18 years and younger. The 

second independent variable observed was gender. Of the 470 participants 50.85 percent (239) 

were female while 49.15 percent (231) were male. This summed up the gender variable which 

only has two categories displaying evenly distributed data among the two categories. Next was 

academic year used to measure the LOE of participants. This independent variable consisted of 

four categories. The first category represented first year students and there were 120 of them. 

The second category represented second year students with 76 of them and the third category 

represented third year students with 156 of them.  
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Table 3.3: Summary of independent variables 

Variables Categories Frequency Percent in variable 

Age 18 or younger 106 22.55% 

  19-21 133 28.30% 

  22-24 131 27.87% 

  25 or older 100 21.28% 

Gender Female 239 50.85% 

  Male 231 49.15% 

LOE First year 120 25.53% 

  Second year 76 16.17% 

  Third year 156 33.19% 

  Postgraduate 118 25.11% 

Qualification Certificate 61 12.98% 

  Diploma 41 8.72% 

  Degree 59 12.55% 

  B-Tech 78 16.60% 

  Honours 163 34.68% 

  Masters 68 14.47% 

FOS Economics 59 12.55% 

  Business Management 64 13.62% 

  Engineering & IT 38 8.09% 

  Humanities 95 20.21% 

  Accounting Sciences 75 15.96% 

  Education 74 15.74% 

  Law 65 13.83% 

Source: Own construct 

The fourth and final category represented postgraduate students who made up 25.11 percent of 

this independent variable. Another independent variable observed was qualification. This 
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represented the qualification towards which the participants are studying. Data collected included 

qualifications such as a Certificate, Diploma, Degree, B-Tech, Honours and Masters. 34.68 

percent of the participants were studying towards an Honours while 12.98 percent where 

studying towards a Certificate. As much as 14.47 percent of the participants were studying 

towards a Masters while only 8.72 percent were studying towards a Diploma. To sum up things, 

there were 12.55 percent of the participants studying towards a Degree. The last observed 

independent variable was the FOS of the participants. This was used to determine if participants 

are in a finance related field or not. A total of seven categories were recorded for this variable. 59 

participants were in the Economics field, 64 in Business Management, 38 in Engineering and IT, 

95 in Humanities, 75 in Accounting Sciences, 74 in education and 65 in Law. 

3.5.4 Binary logistic regression model 

It is evident from previous research that there is theoretical support for the use of a BLRM model 

(Gumede, 2009; Hanna & Lindamood, 2004; Larkin et al., 2013; Lyons et al., 2008; Ramudzuli 

& Muzindutsi, 2015; Riley & Chow, 1992; Strydom et al., 2009; Sung & Hanna, 1996). To 

mention a few, the study by Sung and Hanna (1996) conducted a BLRM analyses with a 

dependent variable that had two values; RT or RA. The independent variables used by Sung and 

Hanna (1996:13) are also very similar to those used in this study in that they were categorical 

demographic factors (Sung and Hanna, 1996:14). Hanna and Lindamood (2004:36) also created 

a dichotomous dependent variable in their study which consisted of the categories RT and RA. In 

their analysis, they also used a BLRM citing that it is an appropriate multivariate analysis to use 

when the dependent variable is of a dichotomous nature. In another study, Anbar and Eker 

(2010:509) also went on to use a BLRM to determine the effect of demographic variables on 

FRT status.  

By definition, a BLRM is a statistical method of analysis used to analyse dataset in which there 

are two or more independent variables whiles the dependent variable is of a dichotomous nature, 

meaning that it can take only two outcomes (Sung & Hanna, 1996:13). Like any other regression 

analysis, a BLRM is a predictive analysis used to describe data while also explaining the 

relationship between the dependent and the independent variables. According Grable and Lytton 

(1999b:6), there are a few important assumptions one needs to make when using a BLRM. 
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Firstly, the assumption that the outcome must be discrete. This refers to the assumption that the 

dependent variable must be of a dichotomous nature representing the presents of something 

against the absence of something. Secondly, Grable and Lytton (1999b:6) indicated that a BLRM 

needs one to assume that the data does not have any outliers. This is usually dealt with by 

converting continuous independent variables into categorical variables. Lastly, there should not 

be any inter-correlations between the independent variables (Grable & Lytton, 1999b:6). All 

these assumptions have been tested in this study and complied to. According to Koop (2008:279) 

a BLRM can be expressed by a linear variable    as shown in Equation 3.1: 

  
                        (3.1) 

Where   
  is a representation of the dependent variable,   on the other hand represent coefficients 

(  ,                represents a set of independent demographic variables that determine an 

individual’s FRT status and lastly    represents the random error term. Since   
  is a latent 

variable and thus unobservable, we thus observe an event represented by a dummy variable Y 

defined as follows: 

Y= 1 if    > 0 and Y = 0 otherwise.              (3.2) 

Therefore, from Equation 3.1 and equation 3.2, the probability of being financial risk tolerant can 

be represented as follows: 

Prob (    ) =         

Prob (    ) =                             (3.3) 

Ultimately, the binary logistic model with the assumption of normal distribution is as follows: 

                                                                        (3.4) 

Where      is the FRT status of the participants with two possibilities of either being RA or RT, 

with the possibility of being RA coded as 0 and the possibility of being RT coded as 1.      is 

the FOS of the participants. This is used to measure exposure to financial education through the 

course one is studying.      is the LOE of participants used to measure the level of formal 

accumulated learning by participants.    is the gender of the participants.    on the other hand is 
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the qualification towards which participants are studying while     represents the age of the 

participants. Lastly,     is the error term. 

As shown in sections above, the variables in Equation 3.4 have been explained before; however 

it is important to note that when estimating a BLRM with categorical independent variables one 

of the categories can be treated as the base or reference category in order for comparisons to be 

made with this category (Gujarati, 1988:437). However, the decision as to which category within 

a variable is treated as the reference category is a matter of choice. For consistency reasons 

wherever a reference category is chosen, the first category was chosen as the reference category. 

Following to the estimation of Equation 3.4 using the BLRM one is able to conduct a number of 

statistical tests to determine the appropriateness of the model and whether there were any 

significant relationships between the independent variables and the dependent variable. As such 

the main hypotheses tested as part of the study are detailed below. 

3.5.5 Study hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1: The effect of field of study on financial risk tolerance 

As shown in Chapter 2, there is not much research on how financial education or lack of 

therefore affects FRT. However, the little research available shows that exposures to financial 

education and financial literacy are important contributors to higher FRT levels. This study thus 

investigates the effect of financial education on FRT levels. This is done by investigating the 

effect various field of studies that are either financial or non-financial may have on FRT levels.   

Financial education is a categorical variable with a total of seven categories measured by 

considering the different courses each of the participants is studying towards. The null 

hypothesis that financial education has no effect on FRT levels was tested and is shown below.  

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 
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Hypothesis 2: The effect of level of education on financial risk tolerance 

Majority of studies have indicated that LOE is positively related to an investor’s level of FRT. 

Barsky et al. (1997); Chaulk et al. (2003); Gilliam et al. (2010); Hammond et al. (1967); Larkin 

et al. (2013); Shaw (1996) all concluded that FRT levels will rise for people with superior levels 

of education. This is largely related to the fact that improved education is likely to lead to higher 

earnings potentials and a better understanding of one’s finance. On the other side, there is a 

possibility that superior levels of education may provide participants with a better understanding 

of personal finance matters thus propelling them to make less risky and uninformed decisions. In 

order to determine if those with lower levels of education are RA and if those with higher levels 

of education are RT, the second relationship was hypothesised as below: 

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 

In this case, the acceptance of the above null hypothesis would suggest that there are no 

differences in FRT levels between participants with lower levels of education and those with 

higher levels of education. 

Hypothesis 3: The effect of gender on financial risk tolerance 

Overwhelmingly, reviewed literature on the relationship between gender and FRT concluded that 

females preferred less FRs compared to males (Ahmad et al., 2011; Bajtelsmit & Bernasek, 

1996; Eckel & Grossman, 2008; Grable, 2000; Grable & Lytton, 1999b; Palsson, 1996; 

Roszkowski et al., 2005). However, conflicting conclusions have been recorded by Blum (1976); 

Haliassos and Bertaut (1995:1128); Schooley and Worden (1996:98). This remains an interesting 

aspect as women are becoming equally economic vibrant and with opportunities equalising 

among males and females. In order to determine whether males are more RT than their female 

counterparts, the relationship between FRT and gender was hypothesized where the rejection of 

the null hypotheses would mean that there are differences in FRT levels.  

  :    = 0  

  :    ≠ 0 
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Hypothesis 4: The effect of qualification financial risk tolerance 

Similar to LOE, the qualification towards which someone is studying to obtain may have big 

implications on their levels of FRT. This is because for instance, a Certificate may be obtained 

over a period of a year while a Masters may take up to 5 years. The number of years in the 

process of obtaining the qualification has big implications on ones understating of general 

concepts including financial concepts and is likely to shape FRT levels. Although there is not 

enough previous evidence as to how an individual’s type of qualification may affect their FRT, 

the hypothesis below has been tested. 

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 

The acceptance of this hypothesis would be a suggestion that the type of qualification towards 

which a participant is studying does not have any influence on their FRT levels.  

Hypothesis 5: The effect of age on financial risk tolerance 

It is highly evident from previous literatures such as those by Morin and Suarez (1983:1210); 

Schooley and Worden (1996:92) and many others that FRT decreases as people grow older. The 

opposite has also been found to be true as Sulaiman (2012:113) articulated that a positive 

relationship between age and FRT is also possible usually. People are only more likely to receive 

higher incomes as they grow older and become more experienced in their careers, as such 

tolerance for risk is likely to increase with age. This provides for an interesting discussion on 

whether age is a factor affecting FRT, hence the null hypothesis that age has no effect on FRT is 

tested as shown below:  

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 
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3.5.6 Statistical analysis 

As already been discussed, this study employed a BLRM as its central method of analysis, 

however, other tests were also conducted to fulfil various research objectives and also for 

additional investigative purposes in terms of analysing the data. Non-parametric tests in the form 

of the Kruskal-Wallis test, the Mann-Whitney U test and Median analyses were conducted on the 

data. Correlation tests were also conducted to check the data for possible problems such as inter-

correlation in the independent variables.  

3.5.6.1 Non-parametric Tests 

Pallant (2007:210); Robbins (2010:3) and Roscoe (1969:7) indicated that non-parametric tests 

are statistical tests that do not make any parametric assumptions such as the assumption that data 

comes from a distribution described by normal distribution with mean µ and variance x. 

However this does not mean that non-parametric tests are free of assumptions but rather very few 

assumptions compared to parametric tests. Non-parametric tests are more suitable when 

examining ordinal and nominal data that does not rely on numbers but rather a ranking and an 

order of sets (Robbins, 2010:3). Due to fewer assumptions, non-parametric tests are usually 

preferred over parametric tests (Pallant, 2007:211). However this does not mean that they are 

more powerful, Robbins (2010:4) stressed the fact that lack of assumptions can mean that non-

parametric tests are weaker than other tests. Non-parametric tests are also disadvantageous as 

they may require that the hypothesis be modified. Norušis (2006:384) also noted that non-

parametric tests generally do not discover the true differences and the hypotheses tested are 

sometimes different as one tests hypothesis about the medians. Similar to Anbar and Eker 

(2010:509); Strydom and Metherell (2014); Strydom et al. (2009:10), non-parametric tests in the 

form of the Mann-Whitney U test, Kruskal-Wallis test and median analyses have been used in 

this study. The Mann-Whitney U test is used to compare the medians of two or more groups in 

an ordinal data variable in order to determine if there is any statistical difference (Robbins, 

2010:15). This test is more effective and suitable when testing categories with only two 

possibilities such as gender. As such, the Mann-Whitney U test was used in the analysis of 

gender. The Kruskal-Wallis test on the other hand is also a rank based test used to determine if 

there are any statistical differences between two or groups of an independent variables on an 
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ordinal dependent variable. This is similar to the Mann-Whitney U test, it just differs on that it 

can be used for variables with more than two categories, and hence this test will be used for all 

the other variables besides gender. Lastly, analyses of the medians were also used to analyse the 

independent variable.   

3.5.6.2  Multicollinearity for the Binary Logistic Model 

Pallant (2007:167) stressed that when using a BLRM for hypotheses testing in the data, it is very 

important to check for multicollinearity that may be caused by high levels of inter-correlation 

between the many independent variables. As such, the model used in this study is very 

susceptible to high levels of inter-correlation between the independent variables. Correlation 

analysis in the form of the Spearman correlation test has been performed to identify any high 

inter-correlations between the variables.  

3.6 SAMPLE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

To distinguish the sample and its composition, this section covers all the descriptive statistics 

and frequencies about the participants in the sample. This helps to further the description of the 

sample by looking at what it is made out of. The description provided predominantly used the aid 

of tables constructed from survey data with the use of frequencies and percentages to elaborate 

on sample composition. This included facts such as the number of participants in each of the 

categories for each independent variable. 

3.6.1 Age of participants  

Table 3.4: Distribution of participants by age 

Categories Frequency Percent 

18 years or younger 106 22.6% 

19-21 years 133 28.3% 

22-24 years 131 27.9% 

25 years or older 100 21.3% 

Total 470 100.0% 

Source: Own construct 
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Instead of being kept as a continuous variable, age was changed into a categorical variable with a 

total of four categories. This was more favourable than it being non-categorical in order to 

eliminate outliers in the data. The first category was that of participants aged 18 years or 

younger. This category appeared 106 times accounting for 22.6 percent of the total participants. 

With the most frequency, the second category was that of participants aged 19 to 21. There were 

a total of 133 participants in this age group making up 28.3 percent of the total participants. 

Following the 19-21 years category was the 22-24 years category with the second most 

frequency. A total of 131 participants were in this category which also meant that the 22-24 

years category made up as much as 27.9 percent of the total 470 participants. Lastly, the least 

frequent age category was the one representing participants aged 25 years and older. This 

category appeared 100 times, which also meant that it accounted for 21.3 percent of the total 470 

responses. 

3.6.2 Gender distribution  

Table 3.5: Distribution of participants by gender 

Categories Frequency Percent 

Female 239 50.8% 

Male 231 49.2% 

Total 470 100.0% 

Source: Own construct 

By default, the gender of participants is a categorical variable with only two possibilities, either 

male or female. From the 470 responses received, a total of 239 responses were from female 

participants while as much as 231 responses were from male participants. This meant that there 

was an even distribution of responses between the two gender groups as females accounted for 

50.8 percent and males 49.2 percent of the entire 470 responses.  

3.6.3 Participant’s Level of education 

As discussed in previous section, LOE was measured by taking into account the academic year 

of study of each of the participants. With a total of 470 participants, there were a total of four 

different categories for the variable LOE. The most frequent category, an education level of third 
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year, had a total of 156 observations (33.2%). The second most frequent category was LOE first 

year. This made up 25.5 percent of the total responses with 120 observations. Making up 25.1 

percent of the total responses with 118 observations, LOE ‘postgraduate’ was the third most 

frequent category. The least frequent category of LOE was second year. This category had 76 

observations making up 16.2 percent of the total 470 responses.  

Table 3.6: Distribution of participants by level of education 

Categories Frequency Percent 

First year 120 25.5% 

Second year 76 16.2% 

Third year 156 33.2% 

Postgraduate 118 25.1% 

Total 470 100.0% 

Source: Own construct 

3.6.4 Participants’ qualification 

Table 3.7: Distribution of participants by qualification 

Categories Frequency Percent 

Certificate 61 13.0% 

Diploma 41 8.7% 

Degree 59 12.5% 

B-Tech 78 16.6% 

Honours 163 34.7% 

Masters 68 14.5% 

Total 470 100.0% 

Source: Own construct 

As indicated before, all the independent variables are categorical, and so was the qualification of 

the participants. This variable with six categories represents the qualification towards which 

participants are studying and included categories such as a Certificate, Diploma, Degree, B-tech, 

Honours and Masters. Starting with the most frequent category, ‘Honours’, there were 163 
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observations for this category which is a total of 34.7 percent of the 470 responses. Participants 

studying towards a Certificate made up 13.0 percent with 61 observations while those studying 

towards a Diploma made up 8.7 percent with 41 observations. The B-Tech category was the 

second most frequent category appearing 78 times, which meant that it made up to 16.6 percent 

of the 470 responses. Those studying towards a Degree and a Masters made up 12.5 percent and 

14.5 percent with 59 and 68 observations respectively. 

3.6.5 Participants’ field of study 

Table 3.8: Distribution of participants by field of study 

Categories Frequency Percent 

Economics 59 12.55% 

Business Management 64 13.62% 

Engineering & IT 38 8.09% 

Humanities 95 20.21% 

Accounting Sciences 75 15.96% 

Education 74 15.74% 

Law 65 13.83% 

Total 470 100.0% 

Source: Own construct 

For the variable ‘FOS’ there were eighteen original categories collapsed into the seven categories 

shown in Table 3.5 for analysis purposes, due to the small number of participants in some of the 

categories. The first category represented participants in the Economics FOS and had 59 

observations (12.55%). The second category represented participants in the Business 

Management field with 64 observations (13.62%). This was followed by a category representing 

those in the Engineering and IT field appearing 38 times thus making up 8.09%. For the category 

Humanities, there were 95 observations (20.21%) which also meant that this was the most 

frequent category. Accounting Sciences was the next category with 75 observations (15.96%).  

For the category Education, there 74 observations (15.74%) and there were 65 participants 

(20.6%) who fell into the Law category. 
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3.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study was designed to test whether various demographic variables specifically education 

could be used to differentiate among levels of FRT. A questionnaire developed from revising the 

Grable and Lytton (1999a) and the Hanna and Lindamood (2004) questionnaires was used to 

ascertain participants’ tolerances for different degrees of IR, IVR and SR. A sample of 470 

participants was drawn from a population of students from selected South African universities. 

This sample was arrived at using a stratified random sampling technique which is a probability 

sampling method. To test the five hypotheses discussed, a BLRM was created and analysed 

using SPSS. Other analyses performed include the Mann Witney U test, Median analyses, the 

Kruskal-Wallis test and correlation analyses. To sum it up, this chapter provided both the 

theoretical and empirical compositions of how the study was carried out. This includes the 

selection of the sample, sampling techniques, survey techniques and the survey instrument. The 

method of analysis discussed how risk tolerance scoring is used to quantify FRT levels while 

also discussing both the dependent variable and the independent variables. The BLRM used to 

test the study’s hypotheses was also discussed with Equation 3.4 being the final BLRM. The next 

chapter discusses the findings and results of the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous three chapters have provided the background of the study, the literature and 

empirical review of the study together with the methodology of the study respectively. The first 

two chapters provided the basis of what the study is all about including its objectives and what 

other researchers have done in this topic.  The third chapter provided further clarification on how 

the analyses of the study are to be conducted including a brief description of the sample 

composition. This chapter presents the results and findings of the study obtained from the 

various tests conducted as discussed in Chapter 3. The first part of this chapter details the results 

from the non-parametric tests carried out in. This will be followed by analysis of participants’ 

FRT status for each of the independent variable. After these two discussions, results from the 

BLRM are detailed and discussed determining what they mean to the hypotheses of the study. 

4.2 NON-PARAMETRIC TEST RESULTS 

4.2.1 Mann-Whitney Test and Median Analysis for Gender 

As indicated in the previous chapter, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse and compare 

the medians of male and female participants. The Mann-Whitney U test conducted for gender 

concluded that there was a significant difference (p = 0.000) in the FRT of males and females 

with a high Mann-Whitney U test statistic of 19873. Table 4.1 shows that the male category has 

the highest mean rank (294.94) compared to (178.05) for females and is therefore showing 

higher FRT concentrations. The median scores also suggest that male participants were more RT 

compared to female participants.   

Table 4.1: Median analysis for gender 

Gender N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

FRT Male 231 294.94 68132.00 

Female 239 178.05 42553.00 

Total 470   

Source: Own construct 
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Table 4.2: Mann-Witney U test for gender 

  FRT 

Mann-Whitney U 13873.000 

Wilcoxon W 42553.000 

Z -10.777 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .000 

Source: Own construct 

4.2.2 Kruskal-Wallis Test and Median Analyses for Remaining Explanatory Variables 

Indicated in Chapter 3, the Kruskal-Wallis Test was used to analyse and compare medians 

tougher with statistical differences between independent variables with more than two categories. 

This turned out to be all the independent variables besides gender and is shown in Table 4.3. The 

Kruskal-Wallis test for age indicated that there was no statistical significant difference (p = 

0.141) in FRT levels between the different age groups. The 22-24 years category (N = 131) did 

however record the highest median of 247.57. For LOE it was conclusive that with    = 57.157, 

p = 0.000, there was a significant difference in FRT levels across the different categories. The 

category likely to be the most RT was ‘Third year’ with N = 156 and Median = 284.69. This was 

followed by the postgraduate category with N = 118 and Median = 245.7. The category 

representing first years was the most likely to be RA with N = 120 and Median = 188.58. The 

category representing second year students had a Median of 193.12 with N = 120. The results for 

FOS concluded that there was a significant difference in FRT across the various FOS categories. 

This difference with a p-value of 0.000 was significant at the one percent level of significance. 

The Median analysis further indicated that those in finance related studies (Economics, 

Accounting Sciences and Business Management) are likely to tolerate more FR than those in 

non-finance related studies (Engineering & IT, Humanities, Education and Law). In order from 

the highest to the lowest, Accounting Sciences had a Median of 310.00 followed by Business 

Management (305.59) then Economics (301.24), followed by Law (205.15) then Engineering & 

IT (196.21), then Humanities (186.32) and then Education (156.93). The results also showed that 

there was statistical significance (p=0.031) in FRT levels across the different qualifications. 

Those studying towards a Certificate were more likely to be RT (median=272.25) followed by 

the Diploma category (median=259.56) then the Masters category (median=239.50), followed by 
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the Honours group (median = 231.57). The category least likely to be RT was that of participants 

studying towards a Degree (median 213.61). 

Table 4.3: Kruskal-Wallis Test results and Median analyses 

Variables  N Mean Rank Chi square 

(  ) 

df sig. (p) 

Age      

18 years or younger 106 219.55  

 

5.453 

 

 

3 

 

 

.141 

19-21 years 133 245.68 

22-24 years 131 247.57 

25 years or older 100 223.05 

LOE      

First year 120 188.58  

 

57.157 

 

 

3 

 

 

.000 

Second year 76 193.12 

Third year 156 284.69 

Postgraduate 118 245.47 

FOS      

Economics 59 301.24  

 

 

129.583 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

.000 

Business Management 64 305.59 

Engineering & IT 38 196.21 

Humanities 95 186.32 

Accounting Sciences 75 310.00 

Education 74 156.93 

Law 65 205.15 

Qualification      

Certificate 61 272.25  

 

 

12.265 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

.031 

Diploma 41 259.56 

Degree 59 213.61 

B-Tech 78 215.40 

Honours 163 231.57 

Masters 68 239.50 

Source: Own construct 

As discussed before, non-parametric tests in the form of the Kruskal-Wallis test is characterised 

by various limitations including that it is not possible to control for the effect of other variables 

in the results. It is also important to note that the Kruskal-Wallis Test is unable to indicate 
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exactly categories in an independent variable are statistically significantly different from each 

other.  This makes it important to conduct other analysis such as correlation analysis and the 

BLRM. The results for these two tests are outlined below. 

4.3 CORRELATION TEST RESULTS  

Correlation test measures the direction and strength of association that may exist between 

variables. Results from the correlation test are represented in Table 4.4. Ideally, the independent 

variables should be free of any correlations among each other. Pallant (2007:132) indicated that a 

correlation coefficient between two independent variables is a concern if it is above 0.5. 

Table 4.4: Correlation results 

Spearman's rho 

  

Age Gender LOE FOS Qualification 

Age Correlation 

Coefficient 

1.000 -.074 .170
**

 .088 .333
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .108 .000 .057 .000 

Gender Correlation 

Coefficient 

 1.000 -.308
**

 .339
**

 .057 

Sig. (2-tailed)   .000 .000 .215 

LOE Correlation 

Coefficient 

  1.000 -.104
*
 .257

**
 

Sig. (2-tailed)    .024 .000 

FOS Correlation 

Coefficient 

   1.000 .075 

Sig. (2-tailed)     .104 

Qualification Correlation 

Coefficient 

    1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed)      

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Source: Own construct 

From Table 4.4, it is evident that as per the Pallant (2007:132) 0.5 correlation coefficient rule, 

none of the independent variables are extremely highly correlated to each other. The highest 
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correlation however occurs between age and FOS with r = 0.339. This is however still below the 

0.5 mark suggested by Pallant (2007:132) and is thus not a concern. 

4.4 BINARY LOGISTIC MODEL RESULTS 

The results of the BLRM used are summarised in Table 4.6. These results satisfied the goodness 

of fit statistics providing support for the BLRM used. Table 4.5 tabulates the Hosmer and 

Lemeshow test results with a chi-square value of 8.443 and degrees of freedom 8. Table 4.5 also 

shows that the Hosmer and Lemeshow test had a significance level of 0.391 which is larger than 

the required value of 0.05. This then proves and provides further support for the BLRM used. 

The results in Table 4.6 were used to test the various hypotheses introduced in Chapter 3 and to 

also explain the relationships between FRT and demographic factors while also showing the 

contribution of each independent variable to the model together with its statistical significance.   

Table 4.5: Hosmer and Lemeshow test results 

Chi-square Df Sig. 

8.443 8 .391 

Source: Own construct 

4.4.1 The effect of demographic factors on financial risk tolerance 

With the aid of Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, this section outlined the effect that the various 

independent variables have on SFRT. This was done by examining if p-values of different 

demographic variables are significant or not, with the significant ones indicating a probable 

impact on SFRT. This section also provided results for each of the study hypotheses introduced 

in Chapter 3. Elaborative figures were also used to show how being RT and being RA was 

distributed among the different demographic factors. 
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Table 4.6: Binary logistic regression model results 1 

Variables Coefficient Odds Ratio Std. Error Z-statistic Sig. 

Age -0.0160 0.9841 0.106 -0.15 0.882 

Gender -1.8075 0.1640 0.038 -7.86 0.000 

LOE 0.2958 1.3442 0.139 2.85 0.004 

FOS -0.1743 0.8400 0.050 -2.9 0.004 

Qualification -0.1122 0.8938 0.065 -1.55 0.121 

Constant 1.2759 3.5820 1.647 2.77 0.006 

Source: Own construct 

4.4.1.1 Age and financial risk tolerance 

According to the general norm, the probability of being RT decreases as individuals grow older. 

This was attributed to the possibility that older individuals may be reluctant to assume risk as 

they do not have longer time horizons making it difficult to recoup any possible losses. The null 

hypothesis that age has no effect on FRT was tested using the Wald statistic and is shown as 

follows: 

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 

The model produced a coefficient of -0.0160, odds ratio of 0.9841 and a p-value of 0.882 as seen 

in Table 4.6. The p-value results suggest that the variable age was not a significant factor 

affecting FRT; hence the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Although age was not significant, an 

odds ratio less than one indicated that younger individuals are less likely to be RT than older 

individuals. Given that a sample consisting of students was used it was likely that age 

differentials between participants would not be large enough to provide appropriate variations. 

The results that age is not a significant factor affecting FRT have been documented before 

although not to a large extent. Anbar and Eker (2010:505) and Hanna et al. (2001:59) both 

concluded that there was no significant relationship between FRT and the age of participants in 

their studies.  
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The study by Hallahan et al. (2004) investigated the effect of both linear and non-linear 

relationships between age and FRT levels. The linear relationship was found insignificant 

although the non-linear relationship was significant (Hallahan et al., 2004:64). Al-Ajmi 

(2008:21) also investigated the effect of age on FRT, in his concluding remarks, it was inferred 

that there was no clear direction as to how the age of the participants may affect FRT levels. On 

the other hand, contrasting evidence do exist as Grable and Lytton (1999b:7); Hanna and Chen 

(1997:24); Sulaiman (2012:113) all found significant relationships between age and FRT were. 

With regards to South African studies, Gumede (2009) opted not to investigate the effect of age 

on FRT. Strydom and Metherell (2012) found statistically significant results at the ten percent 

level of significance whereby FRT decreased as age increased.  Strydom et al. (2009) concluded 

that there were very little variations in ages of participants due to the nature of the sample which 

contributed to the insignificant findings. Lastly, Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015) inferred that 

age was also not a significant variable affecting FRT.  

 

Figure 4.1: Risk tolerance by age 

Source: Own construct 

From Figure 4.1 it can be seen that there is no real direction in terms of a trend when it comes to 

risk tolerance for each of the age categories which explains the insignificant results. Majority of 

participants in the youngest category (18 years or younger) are RA while the majority of 

participants in the oldest category (25 years or older) are also RA. The two middle categories 

(19-21 years and 22-24 years) have slightly more RT participants than RA participants. 
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Table 4.7: Binary logistic regression model results 2 

 Variable 

  

 Categories 

  

B S.E. Wald Sig. Odds 

ratio 

Age 18 years or younger   5.178 .159  

  19-21 years .605 .462 1.715 .190 1.831 

  22-24 years .482 .462 1.089 .297 1.619 

  25 years or older -.106 .459 .053 .818 0.899 

Gender Female -1.165 .281 17.148 .000 0.191 

LOE First year   5.202 .158  

  Second year .244 .429 .323 .570 1.275 

  Third year .598 .355 2.830 .093 1.817 

  Postgraduate .852 .414 4.231 .040 2.344 

FOS Economics   44.928 .000  

  Business Management -.045 .545 .007 .934 0.955 

  Engineering & IT -1.236 .553 4.996 .025 0.290 

  Humanities -2.093 .501 17.442 .000 0.123 

  Accounting Sciences .211 .488 .186 .666 1.234 

  Education -1.896 .521 13.235 .000 0.150 

  Law -1.635 .500 10.709 .001 0.194 

Qualification Certificate   12.741 .026  

  Diploma .038 .546 .005 .945 1.038 

  Degree -1.076 .521 4.271 .039 0.341 

  B-Tech -.762 .502 2.306 .129 0.466 

  Honours -.774 .502 2.379 .123 0.460 

  Masters .229 .477 .230 .632 1.257 

  Constant 1.279 .585 4.782 .029 3.592 

Source: Own construct 

To be more specific this study produced a Wald statistic of 5.178, 1.715, 1.089 and 0.053 for 

each of the age categories (18 years or younger. 19-21 years, 22-24 years and 25 years or older) 

as per Table 4.7. It can be seen that that these values are very low especially for the 25 years or 

older category. With p-values of 0.159, 03.190, 0.297 and 0.818 respectively, none of the age 
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categories were significant. Therefore it was very conclusive that age has no significant effect on 

SFRT.  

4.4.1.2 Gender and financial risk tolerance 

As detailed in Chapter 2, the gender of participants is an important factor affecting FRT. 

Previous research has concluded that gender has a statistical significant influence of FRT; 

specifically men tolerate more FR than women. The null hypothesis that there are differences in 

FRT levels of males and females was tested. The model produced a Wald statistic of 17.148 for 

female participants which was significant at the one percent level of significance (p = 0.00). The 

fact that gender was significant with a high Wald statistic infers that gender does have an effect 

on SFRT. This also means that the null hypothesis can be rejected. The odds ratio for gender was 

0.1640 which is less than one. This meant that being female decreased the probability of being 

RT.  

 

Figure 4.2: Risk tolerance by gender 

Source: Own construct 

In Figure 4.2 it can be observed that there was a clear direction with regards to FRT by gender. 

Most of the males (170) preferred taking higher risks compared to 61 who preferred to take 

lessor risks. With regards to females, most of the female participants (182) were RA while only 

57 were RT. This shows that females prefer less FR compared to their male counterparts who 

seemingly prefer more FR.  
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This finding that females are less RT than males is not surprising as there is extensive evidence 

that this relation does exist. Al-Ajmi (2008:22); Hallahan et al. (2004:67); Hanna and 

Lindamood (2004:34); Hartog et al. (2000:11); Palsson (1996:775) all concluded that men took 

more FR than females. Other studies with similar findings include those by Chamess and Gneezy 

(2007:13); Coleman (2003:106); Faff et al. (2008:16); Olivares et al. (2008:10) as the 

researchers attributed this finding to lack of equal opportunities between males and females and 

also that naturally, females do not partake in risky activities be it physical activities or financial 

activities. With regards to South African studies, Gumede (2009:33); Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi 

(2015:183) concluded that gender had no significant influence on FRT, whilst, consistent with 

this study, Strydom et al. (2009:15) found that men were predominantly attracted by higher 

levels of FR compared to women.  Strydom and Metherell (2012:13) also concluded that men 

tolerate more risks than women given a β value of negative 0.436163 with a p-value = 0.0694.  

4.4.1.3 Qualification and financial risk tolerance 

The qualification of participants is believed to influence their FRT levels similar to the LOE. 

When analysing a total of 470 responses, the model results as per Table 4.6 produced a β value 

of -0.1122, with an odds ratio of 0.8938 and a p-value of 0.121. The p-value meant that 

qualification was not statistically significant and hence could not explain variations in FRT 

levels. However, with an odds ratio less than one, this meant that those studying towards 

certificates were less RT compared to any other superior qualification. These findings are 

somewhat surprising as the qualification of participants is expected to increase FRT levels. The 

lack of previous evidence however may be a sign that this variable has no influence on FRT.  

Based on these results, one cannot reject the null hypothesis that qualification has no effect on 

FRT. 

According to Figure 4.3 the certificate and diploma categories were dominated by RT 

individuals. The degree, b-tech and honours categories were dominated by RA individuals, while 

the Masters category had an equal distribution between RT individuals and RA individuals. The 

widespread of Reponses across the six types of qualifications may have caused the above results 

as there are very few participants in each of the categories.  
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Figure 4.3: Risk tolerance by qualification 

Source: Own construct 

For the BLRM results, certificate was used as the reference category. Wald statistics of 12.741, 

0.005, 4.271, 2.306, 2.379 and 0.230 were produced together with p-values of 0.026, 0.945, 

0.039, 0.129 and 0.632 for certificate, diploma, degree, b-tech, honours and masters respectively. 

This meant that the certificate category was significant at the five percent level of significance 

together with the degree category also significant at the five percent level of significance. 

Diploma, B-tech, Honours and Masters categories were not significant as their p-values exceeded 

0.1. With an odds ratio of 0.341 for the degree category, having a degree compared to having a 

certificate positively influenced FRT. Although not significant, the odds ratios for b-tech (0.466) 

and honours (0.460) were below one indicating that studying towards these qualifications as 

compared to studying towards a certificate positively influenced FRT levels. For the masters’ 

category, an odd ratio of 1.257 was observed which is greater than one, implying that those 

studying towards a certificate were more likely to be RT than those studying towards masters. 

Results in this study are similar to some of the international studies such as those by Blume 

(1978) and Masters (1989).  

4.4.1.4 Level of education and financial risk tolerance 

The below hypothesis was tested in order to determine whether there was any significant 

relationship between LOE and FRT: 
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  :    ≠ 0 

The results tabulated in Table 4.6 indicated that the variable LOE had a coefficient of 0.2958, 

odds ratio of 1.3442 and a p-value of 0.004. The p-value meant that LOE was significant at the 

one percent level of significance and as such, LOE could explain variations in FRT levels. This 

implied that the null hypothesis that LOE has no influence FRT could be rejected. An odds ratio 

greater than one also meant that, first years were more likely to be RT compared to any other 

LOE categories. This finding with regards to LOE is in line with previous research by Bellante 

and Green (2004:278); Chang et al. (2004:62); Donkers et al. (2001:185); Grable and Joo 

(2004:78). Similarly, Kimball et al (2007:20); Riley and Chow (1992:34); Schooley and Worden 

(1996:92); Sung and Hanna (1996:18) also concluded that the LOE of participants has a positive 

effect on FRT. In the context of South African studies, Strydom et al. (2009) opted not to 

investing the effect of LOE on FRT whilst Gumede (2009:27) concluded that there was no 

statistically significant relationship between LOE and FRT. On the other hand, Ramudzuli and 

Muzindutsi (2015) used a comparative analysis method between two groups (Commerce and 

Humanities) before concluding LOE was significant for the commerce group and not for the 

Humanities group. Similar to the latter finding by Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015), Strydom 

and Metherell (2012) inferred that LOE had no statistical significant effect on FRT levels.  

4.4.1.5 Field of study and financial risk tolerance 

The FOS of participants is believed to influence FRT levels; hence the null hypothesis that FOS 

does not influence FRT was put into a test:  

  :    = 0 

  :    ≠ 0 

The BLRM produced in Table 4.6 produced a p-value of 0.004 and an odds ratio of 0.8400 for 

the variable FOS. It was thus conclusive that FOS does influence FRT levels to the extent that 

those in finance related studies tolerate more risks than those in non-finance related studies. To 

be more specific, Table 4.9 tabulated Wald statistics of 44.928, 0.007, 4.996, 17.442, 0.186, 

13.235 and 10.709 with p-values 0.000, 0.934, 0.025, 0.000, 0.666, 0.000 and 0.001 for each of 

the FOS categories respectively (Economics, Business Management, Engineering & IT, 
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Humanities, Accounting Sciences, Education and Law). Of the seven categories, only two 

(Business Management and Accounting Sciences) were not significant. Economics, Humanity, 

Education and Law were significant at the one percent level of significance. Engineering & IT 

was significant at the five percent level of significance. This provided support to reject the null 

hypotheses as FOS has a statistical significant influence on FRT levels. With economics being 

the reference category, odds ratios of 0.955, 0.290, 0.123, 1.234, 0.150 and 0.194 were produced 

for Business Management, Engineering & IT, Humanities, Accounting Sciences, Education and 

Law respectively. Besides Accounting Sciences, all the other categories had an odds ratio less 

than one. This implied that being in those categories decreased the probability of being RT as 

compared to being in the reference category (Economics). For Accounting Sciences an odds ratio 

greater than one meant that being in this category increased the probability of being RT. In line 

with international studies, Barsky et al. (1997:570) and Chang et al. (2004:60) found similar 

results with the current study as lack of literature continues to be a problem with regards to this 

variable. 

4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The aim of this chapter was to tabulate and represent the results and findings of the study. The 

discussion was to include results with regards to the effect that demographic factors may have on 

FRT levels. Upon looking at the results, age and the qualification of participants were not 

significant in predicting FRT levels. Specifically, all the age categories (18 years or younger, 19-

21 years, 22-24 years and 25 years or older) were not significant. With regards to the 

qualification of participants, degree and certificate were significant as they could partially 

explain variations FRT levels. Diploma, B-tech, Honours and Masters were all not significant. 

The third variable investigated was gender of which the results indicate a significant relationship 

with FRT. For LOE which was also significant, only half of the categories explained variations 

in FRT levels. Specifically, being in third year and being a postgraduate student positively 

influenced FRT levels of the participants. Another observed variable was FOS which was also 

significant at the one percent level of significance. Being in Economics, Engineering & IT, 

Humanities, Education and Law affected FRT levels. Being in Business Management and 

Accounting Sciences however did not influence FRT levels.  
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The results drawn from the various tests conducted provide a couple of interesting arguments for 

discussion; nonetheless, it is acknowledged that using students in a sample can be limiting. These 

results have very important implications as they not only provide further evidence that 

demographic variables play important roles in shaping FRT levels, but also dispute the 

importance of other variables that have been deemed important before. In some cases variables 

had a significant effect as shown above, whereas the evidence for other variables was not always 

as conclusive. Overwhelmingly, one is unable to rule out the conception that SFRT is influenced 

by these demographic factors. It however noted that research is necessary particularly with 

regards to the impact of a participant’s qualification, age and LOE.  
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 CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The desire for financial freedom, changes in personal needs, social status and financial needs 

have propelled our society to revisit their portfolio allocation strategies. This forces them to 

understand the trade-off between risk and return where the amount of financial return from an 

investment is directly proportional to the riskiness of that investment. Academics and financial 

planners have an immense task of assisting the community to understand this risk and return 

trade off through the assessment FRT. To carry this task out, academics indulge in researches to 

determine FRT levels of individuals based on a combination of personal preferences, financial 

capacity and psychological willingness. The understanding of FRT and the determination of 

asset allocations based on FRT levels helps reduce regret and stress as people will usually 

operate with their means and their tolerable levels. FRT is both psychological and financial; 

hence individuals need to assess it in both dimensions. This study used various statistical models 

to analyse the effects of demographic factors on SFRT among students at selected South African 

universities. The findings of this study as indicated under each discussion in Chapter 4 were at 

most in line with general norms and various popular studies; however other findings opposed 

general norms. To be more specific, the empirical objectives of the study attempted to: 

 Quantify the influence of demographic factors (FOS, LOE, qualification, gender and age) 

on SFRT; and 

 Compare the findings of this study to those of previous South African studies 

The aim of this chapter is to summarise the findings of the study and also provide study 

concluding remarks. This is achieved by first summarising the reviewed theoretical approaches 

together with the empirical findings of the study. Conclusions and all the necessary 

recommendations are then provided. Lastly, an outline of the study limitations together with 

suggestions for future research areas is then provided.   
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5.2 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

5.2.1 Theoretical background 

The theoretical background of this study was a two dimensional review which included the 

conceptual review of FRT theories together with the review of both South African and 

international studies that have tested these theories. In the conceptual review, reference was 

made to what FRT refers to, its history, components and behavioural aspects, how it can be 

measured and the various tolerance categories. The empirical portion on the other hand focused 

on the findings of various different studies under this topic. 

5.2.1.1 Theoretical concepts of financial risk tolerance 

FRT is said to be a measure of an individual’s willingness and ability to tolerate FR. FRT is 

multidimensional as it speaks about both the financial ability and the psychological willingness 

affecting risk tolerance. The psychological portion is hugely influenced by individual’s opinions 

and attitudes towards risk, while the financial portion is highly influenced by an individual’s 

finances. Different researchers have referred to FRT in different ways, mentioning that it has to 

do with attitudes towards loss, attitudes towards return, attitudes towards risky investment 

choices, tolerance of a given risk level, willingness and ability to assume risk, financial capacity 

to risk losing money and the psychological capacity to risk losing money. Moreover, it is 

important to understand that FRT is dynamic and continuously changing as various demographic 

factors change. The concept of FRT has various components and behavioural aspects which are 

both financial and psychological affecting an individual’s FRT level. Financial components 

include ability to take risk (Which depends on the finances of an individual), the need to take risk 

(which may refer to the financial need propelling individuals to take risk) and investment choice 

(which speak to the types of financial products one may be comfortable with). Psychological 

components of FRT include an individual’s willingness to take risk, the degree of regret that 

might be suffered should actual returns not match desired returns and lastly an individual’s 

comfort with the amount of risk being taken.  

The concept of FRT has been contrasted with the concept of risk aversion. Risk aversion is thus 

the inverse of FRT where by individuals are unwilling to accept the likelihood of an uncertain 
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outcome. There are two components of risk aversion in ARA and RRA which serve as ways of 

determining the amount and proportion of one’s wealth that is placed into risky assets provided 

that the portfolio decision is limited to choosing a combination of risk free assets and one risky 

asset. While ARA refers to additional amounts allocated to risky assets when there is a change in 

income, RRA refers to the change in portfolio allocation as wealth base increases. Measurers 

explaining how FRT can be quantified tend to induce contestations and discussions regarding 

which is the better option. In this study reference has been made to two different measures of 

FRT in subjective measures and objective measures. SFRT quantifies FRT through perceived 

allocations while OFRT uses actual allocations from the past. OFRT is often different from 

SFRT as illustrated by the advantages and disadvantages of the two measures. Disadvantages of 

OFRT include the fact that past allocations are not always a true reflection of future allocations 

as these may be enforced by financial managers. Also, it may be impossible to find actual un-

estimated data as this data is usually confidential and that only those with past assets allocations 

can be quantified. OFRT is also said to be an un-prophetic measure rather than being a predictive 

measure. Advantages of OFRT include that it involves actuals rather than estimates and it 

eliminates the problem of framing when it comes to hypothetical questions. SFRT on the other 

hand is commended for its ability to include everyone, even those without any past allocations; 

more data can be collected using SFRT by just asking the relevant questions. On the other hand, 

SFRT introduces the problem of framing when asking hypothetical questions which can distort 

results and lead to different findings for OFRT and SFRT.  

Despite some differing views, there is consensus regarding the different FRT categories. These 

categories are used to classify individuals based on their tolerance level. From conservative to 

aggressive, the amount of risk being assumed changes as one moves through each category. The 

conservative category is the least RT category followed by the moderately conservative category. 

The middle of the class category is the moderate risk tolerance category which finds itself 

housing participants who try and strike a balance between taking risk and not taking risk. This is 

followed by the moderately aggressive category which is however housing less RT investors 

compared to the aggressive risk tolerance category. 
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5.2.1.2 Empirical studies on financial risk tolerance 

Having suggested that demographic variables have an effect on FRT levels, it was important to 

assess whether the empirical findings from previous studies support this claim or not and if so to 

what extent. Overall, there are a number of demographic factors said to influence FRT, however, 

this study only focused on age, gender, education and population group. An individual’s 

demographic category for each of these variables is thus expected to shape FRT in a certain 

direction. Traditionally younger people are expected to tolerate more risk that older people, 

males are also expected to tolerate more risks that females while those with higher incomes are 

also said to tolerate more risks than those with lower incomes. With regards to population group, 

Whites are said to tolerate more risks than any other people from a different population group. 

With regards to education, there is LOE and type of education influencing FRT. Higher LOE are 

said to traditional induce the desire to tolerate more risks while lower LOE the desire to tolerate 

less FR. Type of education on the other hand has to deal with either financial education or non-

financial education with those in finance fields tolerating more risk than those in non-finance 

fields. 

From the reviewed studies, it was very interesting to find that there is empirical support for and 

against the above mentioned FRT stances. Some studies found these relationships true and 

significant; others found the relationships false while others found the relationships insignificant. 

Another important aspect drawn from the empirical studies was the use of different 

methodological approaches and regression analyses. Most of the studies preferred to use a 

BLRM together with various analysis such as correlation and median analysis. If not using a 

BLRM, very few studies utilised a linear regression technique. In addition to the methodological 

approach, important from the empirical portion of reviewed studies was the method used to 

measure FRT. SFRT was predominantly adopted by the reviewed studies with questionnaires 

being the main source of collecting data. Few studies did however make use of OFRT methods.   

A review of empirical studies on the link between FRT and demographic factors showed that 

various demographic factors do actually have a significant effect on FRT levels. This suggested 

that through demographic factors, one can estimate risk tolerance levels and ultimately the 

correct portfolio for individuals. The education of investors was identified as the one variable in 

need of further analysis especially in a South African context. 
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5.2.2 Empirical findings of the study 

The empirical analysis of this study was conducted on data collected from selected South African 

universities using a manual questionnaire. To start things off, descriptive analyses of the sample 

were discussed using various classifying variables. This was followed by non-parametric tests on 

the data to provide further analysis. Correlation tests were also conducted to determine the extent 

to which the data might have been exposed to the problem of multicollinearity. It can be 

concurred that the data was free from such problems, although income and gender were highly 

correlated. The next analysis was aimed at achieving a number of the empirical objectives of the 

study and was the estimation of the BLRM with FRT as the dependent variable. Tables and 

figures were also been used to represent data and provide analysis. Three (LOE, FOS and 

gender) of the five demographic variables had statistically significant influences on the level of 

SFRT. This meant that only age and qualification were statistically insignificant with regards to 

their influence on SFRT. 

5.2.2.1 Findings on the financial risk tolerance and its determinants 

In the review of the literature it was indicated that FRT is highly influenced by demographic 

factors. To assess which demographic factors affect FRT and to what extent, statistical tests and 

econometric models such as the BLRM were used. This analysis was based on data collected 

between June 2016 and September 2016. The findings of this study as indicated under each 

discussion were at times found to be in line with general norms and various popular studies; 

however other findings opposed general norms. The finding for age was not in line with the 

general norm as age was not a significant factor affecting FRT. With regards to gender the 

results shows a statistical significant influence on FRT were by females tolerate less risks than 

males. This is in line with the general norm as females are said to be RA compared to males. 

Only two of the six qualification categories were significant. This was the Certificate category 

and the Degree category. This meant that the results were inconclusive regarding the effect of 

qualification FRT levels.  With regards to LOE, the results gave significant p-values for the third 

year category and the postgraduate category. This meant that LOE did have an influence on FRT 

levels. Lastly, the variable FOS with seven variables was also tested to check if it has a statistical 

significant effect on FRT levels. Upon getting the results, five of the seven variables were 
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significant; precisely four variables (Economics, Humanities, Law and Education) were 

significant at the one percent level of significance with the other variables (Engineering and IT) 

significant at the five percent level of significance. This meant that FOS had a significant 

statistical influence on SFRT.  

5.3 REALISATION OF THE OBJECTIVES 

Before concluding the study, it is important to ensure that from the primary objective to the 

theoretical objectives and then the empirical objectives, all the study objectives have been 

realised. This section attempted to show how each of the study objectives were realised and any 

challenges that may have been encountered in the realisation of objectives. 

5.3.1 Primary objective 

The primary objective of this study was to conduct an analysis of the effect of various 

demographic factors on SFRT levels, specifically, education, gender and age. Education was 

identified as the major demographic factor divided into three sections, LOE, FOS and 

qualification. An analysis of the effect of each of these demographic factors was conducted 

primarily using a BLRM together with the aid of other statistical tests such as the Mann-Whitney 

U test, Median analysis and the Kruskal-Wallis test. It was found that gender, LOE and FOE 

were the only three demographic factors with a statistically significant effect on SFRT. Age and 

qualification were found to not affect SFRT as they were not significant. As such the primary 

objective of the study was realised.  

5.3.2 Theoretical objectives  

Primary to the theoretical objectives of this study was the conceptualisation of FRT through 

explaining what it is, where it originates from and any other behavioural components of FRT. 

Specifically, the primary objectives of this study were to provide a definition of FRT and its 

main focus, briefly discuss the history of FRT, explain the various FRT categories, discuss how 

FRT can be measured and review theoretical studies on FRT and demographic factors. These 

objectives were all achieved as articulated below. In Section 2.2.3, FRT was defined as an 

individual’s psychological willingness and financial ability to tolerate above average FR.  The 

concept of FRT was contrasted with the concept of risk aversion which is a behaviour were 
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people are not willing to take any FR, as such they prefer risk free options as compared to 

options containing any sort of risk. The history of FRT was discussed in Section 2.2.4. It was 

shown that the concept of what is today FRT originates from the Hindu-Arabic numbering 

system from eight hundred years ago. FRT went through various developmental stages through 

the years from the use of probability theories to the use of CDQ.  Currently FRT can be 

measured using questionnaires with the Grable and Lytton (1999a) and the Hanna and 

Lindamood (2004) questionnaires being the most popularly adopted questionnaires. 

It was discussed that reference can be made to various FRT categories which differ as the risk an 

individual is willing and able to take changes. The FRT categories discussed range from low risk 

to medium risk and high RT. The low risk categories discussed are conservative and moderately 

conservative. Although moderately conservative investors tolerate relatively more risks than 

conservative investors, these are still considered very low RT inventors.  They like to keep their 

money where it is exposed to very little FR and as such returns are very minimal. The medium 

RT category is the moderate category. As discussed, investors in this category attempt to strike a 

balance between risk free assets and risky assets. Lastly, the high FRT category includes 

moderately aggressive and aggressive investors. These investors are willing to tolerate above 

average risks to achieve higher financial returns. As such the third theoretical objective of the 

study was achieved.  

The fourth theoretical objective of this study was to discuss the contrast between the two FRT 

measures, SFRT and OFRT. In discussing these it was noted that SFRT deals with opinions and 

attitudes as it measures FRT through perceived risk taking. OFRT on the other hand focus on 

quantifying FRT through actual allocations made in the past. Various advantages and 

disadvantages of each of these factors were discussed and it was concluded that the best method 

depends on the sample being used and the objectives of the study at hand. The fifth theoretical 

objective was to review previous theoretical studies on FRT. A number of international and local 

studies were review looking at the methods of analyses they used and the results they reported on 

the effect of demographic factors on FRT.  From the discussion above, it can be seen that the 

fifth theoretical objective of the study were realised.  
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5.3.3 Empirical objectives 

The empirical objectives of the study were to be realised through the Results and findings section 

as the effect of each demographic factor on FRT was tested. Specifying, the empirical objectives 

of this study were to determine the actual effect of age, gender, LOE, FOS and qualification on 

FRT levels. Using a BLRM, it was found that LOE, FOS and gender influenced FRT levels 

while age and qualification did not have any statistically significant influence on FRT levels. The 

last empirical objective of this study was to compare previous South African results for each of 

the demographic factors to the results this study reported. With regards to age, Gumede (2009) 

opted not to include this variable in the analysis, Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015) found 

similar results were age did not influence FRT. On the contrary, Strydom and Metherell (2012) 

found that age does influence FRT and younger people tolerate more risks than older people.  

With regards to gender, similar results were reported by Strydom and Metherell (2012) and 

Strydom et al. (2009) as males tolerated more risks than females. Gumede (2009) and Ramudzuli 

and Muzindutsi (2015) concluded that gender had no significant effect on FRT. For LOE, 

Gumede (2009) found that education had no influence on FRT levels. Similarly; Strydom and 

Metherell (2012) concluded that education did not affect FRT level. Strydom et al. (2009) also 

inferred that education did not explain FRT differences. For FOS, similar to this study, 

Ramudzuli and Muzindutsi (2015) concluded that FRT levels increased for those in finance 

fields compared to those in non-finance fields, specifically Humanities. All other South African 

studies did not quantify this relationship. It therefore conclusive that all the study objectives were 

realised. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to provide important insight regarding the determinants of FRT 

levels in order to identify vital aspects to consider when constructing investment portfolios. 

Important to the study of FRT is to ensure that FRT has been adequately measured using either 

objective measures or subjective measures. This study opted for the latter as discussed in the 

methodology mainly because it is an inclusive method regardless of the type of sample or 

population. It is apparent from reviewed studies that the application of FRT measures is 

widespread however the difficulty in giving the most appropriate assessment is compounded by 
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the lack of consensus regarding which is the most appropriate measure to use when determining 

FRT levels. 

The evidence regarding the effect demographic factors have on FRT appears to be mixed. Many 

international studies have investigated such relationships and have either found support for the 

previous literature or reasons to refute it. The literature reviewed from a South African context 

was limited to three UKZN based studies by Gumede (2009) Strydom and Metherell (2012); 

Strydom et al (2009) who found interesting results despite some of their studies’ weaknesses. 

One of the aims of this study was to improve on these existing South African studies by 

obtaining a more representative sample while also using robust statistical analyses technique. As 

such the use of a BLRM formed part of the main analysis; however, non-parametric techniques 

were also used to draw direct comparisons between independent variables. The study sample was 

drawn from a sample of students at selected South African universities.  Quantifying FRT levels 

does not only benefit the financial managers, but also the individual’s themselves in order to 

understand their portfolio construction processes. A well-structured FRT study tends to increase 

individuals’ awareness with regards to their financial assets and investments. The job of financial 

companies is also simplified when it comes to the marketing of relevant products to the market. 

Financial managers are also able to keep their clients happy by keeping risk within their financial 

and psychological means; hence the studying FRT should be a continuous process. 

Overall, this study did provide evidence that as per international literature, there exist an 

important relationship between demographic factors (gender, FOS and LOE) and individual 

FRT. The implications of this for various practitioners are that the assessment of FRT is vital 

when constructing portfolios and the importance of knowing the client when advising has to be 

taken into account. Hence, it is strongly advisable for practitioners to ensure that they adhere to 

these and other similar guidelines in order to avoid any portfolio allocation errors. In a South 

African perspective these findings are also important as they provide new evidence for fellow 

researchers. The limitations as discussed next provided ideal opportunities for future research in 

this topic. 
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5.5 LIMITATIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Beyond the conclusions drawn from this study, various opportunities have presented themselves 

for those interested in continuing with a similar topic. A sample which is representative in all its 

aspects especially age is warranted as an area of improvement. This is because age has been a 

problem for many of the South African studies (Ramudzuli & Muzindutsi, 2015; Strydom et al., 

2009). The use of student samples has also proven to be a disadvantage in the study of FRT; 

hence samples not made up of students could provide interesting results. It has also been noted 

that South African studies have since provided analysis for three or more variables at a time, 

which may be limiting in terms of the analyses that one can provide. Hence, future research can 

focus on one specific demographic factor which will improve the analyses provided together 

with the discussions. A questionnaire applicable to South African participants can also be 

developed to ensure that relevant and appropriate information is collected from the sample. 

Going forward, researchers can also look into expanding on the number of risk tolerance 

categories reported instead of just having RA and RT. This would ensure that participants are 

correctly classified in the different FRT categories. One can thus include conservative, 

moderately conservative, moderate, moderately aggressive and aggressive when classifying 

participants in the results.  
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE 

  

CONSENT LETTER 

NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY  

School of Economic Sciences And 

Information Technology  

 

Research Project: Subjective financial risk tolerance among students at selected South African 

universities: A comparative analysis of different fields of studies University: A Comparative 

Analysis of Commerce and Humanity Students 

Researchers: Mr Pfano Michael Ramudzuli (079 155 5150)   E-mail: ramudzulipm@gmail.com   

Supervisor: Mr Paul-Francois Muzindutsi (016 910 3381)   E-mail: 24754293@nwu.ac.za 

 

Dear Respondent, 

 

You are invited to participate in a research project entitled: Subjective financial risk tolerance among 

students at selected South African universities: A comparative analysis of different fields of studies. The 

aim of this study is to analyse financial risk tolerance levels among students studying towards different 

qualifications.   

Your participation in this project is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from the project 

at any time with no negative consequences. There will be no monetary gain from participating in this 

research project. Confidentiality and anonymity of records identifying you as a participant will be 

maintained by School of Economic Sciences and IT at North West University. If you have any questions 

or concerns about participating in this study, please contact Mr. Pfano Ramudzuli or Mr. Paul-Francois 

Muzindutsi at the numbers listed above.  It should take you about 10 minutes to complete the 

questionnaire. We hope you will take the time to complete the questionnaire to the best of your abilities.    

CONSENT 

 

I …………………………………understand the contents of this document and the nature of the 

research project, and I consent to participating in the research project. I understand that I am at 

liberty to withdraw from the project at any time, should I so desire. 

 

Signature of Participant:                                             Date: _______________________ 

mailto:ramudzulipm@gmail.com
mailto:24754293@nwu.ac.za
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A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1. What is your age? 
18 Years or 

younger 
18 Years or 

younger 
18 Years or 

younger 
18 Years or 

younger 
 

2. What is your gender? Male Female  

3. What is your race? 
Black/ 
African 

White 
Indian/ 
Asian 

Other(Specify): 
.................................................. 

4. What is your academic year of 
study? 

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Postgraduate  

5. What is your living arrangement? 
On-campus 
residence 

Off-campus 
residence 

Private 
accommodation 

Staying at 
home 

 

6. Indicate your faculty 
 
........................................................................... 

7. Which qualification are you 
studying towards? 

Certificate Diploma Degree B-Tech Masters  

8. Indicate your qualification name: 
(e.g. Computer science)  

 
.......................................................................................... 

9. Which is your desired employment 
industry? 

Government Banking Health 
Self-

employment 
Other(Specify): 
.................................... 

 

B. INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

1. Indicate your monthly allowance in 
Rands 

R500 or 
less 

R501 to 
R1000 

R1001 to 
R1500 

R1501 to 
R2000 

R2001 to 
R2500 

More than 
R2500 

2. Most/all my income comes from? 
Parents/ 
Relatives 

My part-
time job 

Bursary/ 
Scholarship 

Other(Specify): 
.................................................... 

3. In a month, I spend? 
More than my 

monthly allowance 
Exactly the same amount 
as my monthly allowance 

Less than my 
monthly allowance 

 

 

C. PERSONAL (NON-FINANCIAL) RISK TAKING 

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with the statements below regarding you as a person 

 Agree Neutral Disagree 

1. It’s hard for me to win a bargain/argument.    

2. When travelling, I like to take new routes/roads.    

3. When driving a car, I would always obey traffic rules and avoid dangerous situations    

4. I like to try new foods, new places and totally new experiences.    

5. When making decisions, I am usually influenced by outcomes rather than risks 
associated with the decision 

   

6. I am satisfied with my life and the conditions in my life    

D. INCOME/ FINANCE RISK 
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1. After saving for a “once-in-a-lifetime” vacation, you lose your only source of income. What would you do? 

Cancel the vacation and 
keep the many you were 

going to spend 

Go on a cheaper and 
more modest 

vacation 

Go as scheduled hoping to use 
the break to search for another 

income source 

Go as planned and even extend the 
vacation as this may be your only 

chance to do so 

2. When you hear “Risk”, which of the following comes to mind first with regards to your money/income? 

Definite loss of 
money 

Possibility of losing 
money 

Opportunity to make 
money 

Adventure/Thrill  

3. How often do you borrow money from friends/relatives or any other party? 

Never Sometimes Most of the times Always  

4. How often do you lend money to friends/relatives or any other party? 

Never Sometimes Most of the times Always  

5. Which of the following would make you the happiest? 

You inherit  
R 5000 from a relative 

You win R 5000 in a TV 
game show 

You earn R 5000 by 
risking R 1000 of your 

own money 

You earn R 5000 by 
risking R 2500 of your 

own money 
 

 

E. SPECULATIVE RISK 

1. Suppose you are on a TV game show offering the following options, which would you choose? 

R1 000 in cash 
A 50% chance to win 

R5 000 
A 25% chance to win 

R 10 000 
A 25% chance to win 

R 100 000 
 

2. Suppose a company you invested R3 000 in for 2 years is about to close down. They offer you the following options 
(each with two possible outcomes) and you can only choose one, which one would it be? 

Take your R3 000 
and loose nothing 

Possibility of gaining R5 000 or 
losing R1 000 form your R3 000 

Possibility of gaining R8 000 or 
losing R2 000 form your R3 000 

Possibility of gaining R12 000 
or losing all your R3 000 

3. You have just taken a job at a small fast growing company. After your first year the company is closing down and you 
are offered the following options, which one would you choose? 

A once off payment of  
R 300 000 

A monthly payment of R10 000 
monthly for 3 years  (i.e. It will 

be R360 000 in 3 years 

Shares in another company to the value 
of R300 000 with the hope of selling 

them later at a larger profit 
 

4. Suppose that you are about to retire, and have three choices for a pension, which one would you choose? 

Pension A: Pension equal to 
your preretirement income 

(Amount you saved 
throughout  working career) 

Pension B: A 50% chance your pension will 
be double your preretirement income, and a 
50% chance that your pension will be 10% 

less than your preretirement income. 

Pension C: A 70% chance your pension will be 
double your preretirement income, and a 50% 

chance that your pension will be 50% less 
than your preretirement income. 

   

   

F. INVESTMENT RISK 
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1. How would you describe yourself as a financial risk taker? (e.g. Investing , saving or spending) 

Avoid loss at all 
costs 

Cautious 
Willing to take calculated 

risks 
Willing to take as much risk 

to get desired profit 
 

2. Should you decide to invest, which of the following options regarding the management of investments would you 
choose? 

Manage them 
yourself 

Ask a knowledgeable 
friend 

Hire a qualified investment 
manager 

 

3. What drives your financial decisions such as spending, saving or investing? 

Loss associated with 
decision 

Both loss and return associated 
with the decision 

Profit/return associated 
with the decision 

 

4. Should you get employed today on a permanent basis with a stable salary, how much % of your monthly income (after 
paying for all expenses) would you be interested to invest/save? 

Nothing (0%) Less than 10% 10%-20% 25%-40% More than 40%  

5. As you probably know that investing comes with risks of losing your money. Suppose that you have R 50 000 invested, 
what % of loss in your investment would make you feel uncomfortable to an extent that you end up withdrawing your 
money? 

Less than 10%  11% to 20% 21% to 30% More than 30%  

6. Provided you receive R 20 000 to invest, which of the following investments would you find appealing? 

60% low risk and low return, 30% 
medium risk with medium return and 

10% high risk with high returns 

30% low risk and low return, 40% 
medium risk with medium return 

and 30% high risk with high returns 

10% low risk and low return, 40% medium 
risk with medium return and 50% high risk 

with high returns 

 

 

 

 


